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Abstract
How we perceive our environment is paramount to our interactions and choices. Our view of
reality is shaped by our senses, neural processing and learned meanings. Pondered by many
fields of inquiry, the concept of reality is bantered around with careless disregard when
applied to virtual, augmented and mixed applications, all under the umbrella of extending
reality. The challenge of discerning the natural from simulation requires an understanding
of the technology and techniques used to create spatial audiovisual media and its integration
into extended reality hardware and software solutions. The implementation of applications
using elements of photogrammetry, spatial audio and real-time rendering provides a glimpse
into present-day capabilities and limitations. By observing and studying what cues can be
ascertained between real and virtual experiences, we can adapt to future changes and share
learnings of how perception is affected as these experiences become commonplace.
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Epigraph
Even the largest avalanche is triggered by small things.
- Vernor Vinge, The Coming Technological Singularity
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Chapter 1
Perception and the Real
1.1

Perception and Extended Reality

We all rely on perception to understand and contextualize what is happening from moment
to moment. Where we are, what is going on, what may happen next are continuously processed consciously and unconsciously to form a perception of the now or more commonly, our
reality. Our senses are constantly bombarded with stimuli like light, colours, sound, contact
and scents. Neurons are fired under controlled impulses to help formulate the input into
actionable responses. Innate and learned neural processes combine for near instantaneous
response or slow, measured feedback, dependent on libraries of biochemical data accessed at
electrochemical speeds in our complex bio-organic systems. Once we perceive the environment, decisions are made involuntarily (i.e. physiologically, unconsciously) and acted upon,
sometimes consciously, often in milliseconds. We rely on the sensory input to be a real or
true representation of the external data set. Our evolutionary conditioning combined with
our learned perception of reality create responses like the survival instinct, fight or flight,
friend or foe determination, and judgment of good or bad. Yet, what occurs when reality is
distorted and we are fooled? A simple example is how illusionists rely on certain tricks of the
trade, such as assumption and misdirection, to distract us and ‘bend’ reality and perception
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for the effect of awe and wonder.
Physical interaction environments are providing a myriad of possibilities for the natural
or “real” world to be blended and even supplanted by digital artificial simulations. Extended
reality (XR) applications provide interfaces and overlays on the world as it is perceived and
understood. How do these new distortions affect our perception of the real, what signals
can we identify to see through their illusions and how close are they to reproducing reality?
How do we discern between what is natural (i.e. “real”) using our vision and hearing when
these culturally trained, evolutionarily honed, and fundamental information inputs can now
be easily manipulated and influenced?
No longer restricted to set ratio rectangular frames or two-dimensional screens like television and movies, the augmentation of the natural becomes ever more complex as the
digital veneers of spatial audio and visual effects edge closer to complete replication in threedimensional (3D) space. Visually, physically based rendering (PBR) can be used to replicate
object shapes, textures, lighting and atmosphere. Audio enhances this simulation by providing the subtle soundtrack of life, as well as depth cues and sensory confirmation. Working
with the trained sensory expectations of humans who are experts in experiencing a physical
3D world that is naturally all around them, XR can take advantage of our biological visual
and aural input systems. The manipulation of common sense, mainly via the visual and
aural senses, is a direct assault on the ability to discern reality, at best creating harmless
illusion and worst slippage into an alternate reality.
As technology continues its inevitable march forward, miniaturization, biological interfacing and real-time synchronization of virtual stimuli become the latest interfaces to information and experience. Our ability to separate the physical from the augmented when
the virtual can be modified and superseded through the plasticity of digital communications
requires new training to avoid the pitfalls of confusion and deception. Science fiction has
postulated dystopia, cyber-punk and the Metaverse [68] where technologies eventually merge
with our biological experience and create virtual worlds and experiences completely separate

2

from the natural. A near-future where the natural and simulated are integrated with little to
no distinction requires identification of cues, and other markers beyond the lack of a physical
presence, for physicality is the lone defense that can currently shatter a virtual illusion. Ethical choices arise as we require active instead of passive viewing to not only recognize when
the natural is being supplanted, but to critically survey our environment with an engaged
virtual awareness.
Industry drives adoption of technology that supports efficiency and increasing profit margins. Different verticals will approach the rise of XR in ways unique to their end goals as
well as their social, political and fiscal functions. Educators, for example, will seek the most
effective way of communicating and leveraging experiences for learning. Extended Reality
can be used as effective educational tools, providing contextual overlay and interaction with
information and virtual experience. Conversely, business seeks advantages in the pursuit
of profit leveraging technologies for efficiency and expedience. Marketing agencies will not
always make the morally correct choice, often misleading consumers in ads and applying emotional exploitation [24] when attempting to secure sales and prop up brand identities. The
complexity of society and human interaction produces dichotomies and imbalances wherever
technology is implemented and sometimes abused. These are a few of the key stakeholders
in the massive landscape of digital interaction in extended reality applications. What will
occur over the next decade and beyond? Discovering, documenting and sharing how we
identify and filter what’s natural from simulation is an essential tool set to establish as we
cultivate virtual detection and critical perspective.

1.2

What is Reality?

We organise, identify and interpret information in order to understand our environment.
Sensory information is received via signals to the nervous system which results in physical
or chemical stimulation and transduction from our physiology to the mind. A perceptual
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set pulls from our learned and expected predispositions and actively processes the signals
received against the perceived data we collect over time. The preceding clinical explanation
is one way to define reality but there are many others. Branches of philosophy, psychology,
sociology and neuroscience study how humans perceive what is real. Philosophers have often
delved into the notion of reality in their works. Plato and the allegory of the cave [60] where
shadows on the wall are reality to prisoner’s chained inside until they break their bonds and
discover a new perspective outside the cave. Descartes points to the failing of beliefs due
to the possible creation of illusion by the senses [76]. Locke’s Representative Realism and
sense data theory proposes that we experience reality through indirect perception, always
filtered by perspective and time. Psychological theory poses the idea that consciousness
creates reality and discrimination is the difference between the real and hallucination, both
created by each individuals mind [31]. The neuroscience of illusion expands on this concept
working to delineate the perception of what is real from a mass shared and defined experience.
[55] In defining reality and sharing it through societal and cultural norms we establish and
reinforce its existence. The sociological theory of symbolic interactionism treats all reality as
a combination of learned references or symbols, that can be ingested, shared and re-imagined
on a mass scale [48]. Only by learning and defining these symbols can we experience a shared
reality beyond our own mind. Physical proof of neuro pathways excited and triggered by
sense input provide credence to a system of perception that cannot be easily denied but that
allows for variance in reality and perceiving the real. Magicians like to play in this arena,
using sleight of hand and distraction to supplant one reality with another. Our reality blind
spot can make for an entertaining afternoon of jovial deception. Artists have approached
the idea of what is real throughout history. The Greeks searched for perfection and the ideal
[11] reflecting their reality as being less than their gods. The Dutch still life painters, like
Johannes Vermeer, employed the camera obscura [66] to represent real objects using natural
lighting yet in contrived and controlled compositions.
The Realism movement that occurred after the French revolution rejected the idea of
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Romanticism in art, instead looking to the everyday for inspiration and replication. Photography ushered in the capturing of light as document and spurred a mass culture shift to
capturing moments of reality. The snapshot or still photographic image holds sway over emotions and representation to the individual or groups who bring their own personal perceived
meaning to each sliver of time. Photorealism chose the photograph as model for painting,
drawing and sculpture, as demonstrated in the works of Richard Estes and Chuck Close [19].
Surrealism acts as a foil to these, exploring how the “real” can be manipulated and moved
out of context to reveal new and underlying meaning. French painter Rene Magritte and his
“This is not a pipe” painting in The Treachery of Images series, evokes the questioning of
representational imagery by stating the overtly obvious [46].
With the advent of digital tools to edit and manipulate images, Adobe Photoshop has
spawned the term “Photoshopped” and the acceptance of an image that has been digitally
changed or overtly modified to excess beyond the real [26]. The addition of Machine Learning
(ML) applied to image and video has created another point of subversion. Photoshop can
select subjects in a photograph by applying artificial intelligence trained from a massive
library of images. Videos referred to as deepfakes [77] can convincingly modify a subject’s
appearance and its movements using similar ML techniques and reference sequences.
Considering all the possible distortions of reality, impressions that can be misleading and
often false, further exploration is required of how humans define the concept of the real in
historically separate fields and how, over time, overlap as well as dogmatic explanations have
taken root.

1.2.1

Philosophy

We will begin our exploration of the interpretation of reality by discussing several concepts
and beliefs in the philosophical realm. Philosophy seeks fundamental meaning about experience, knowledge, existence, and the concept of reality through thought and reason. This
search leads to many differing and oppositional schools of thought but the core focus is how
5

the mind and body conjure the real.

Philosophical Realism
Philosophical postulation and questioning about reality demonstrate the struggle to define
reality and what is real or natural. Realism can be conveyed from a metaphysical perspective
as objects existing outside of a theoretical scheme where their meaning is independent from
the truth derived from their existence, that is, the natural exists outside of one’s mind. This
view of reality sees the world existing independent of the mind where cognitive representations don’t represent the truth but a subjective interpretation or filtering of it. Conversely,
the philosophical views of skepticism and solipsism refuse to separate the existence of a world
without the mind defining it. Realists view reality as a moving target where understanding
and accuracy are under constant change, modification and improvement [42].
Direct or naı̈ve realists believe that what we see in our immediate environment is the
real world. Conversely, indirect or representational realism suggests that this world is an
internal perceptual copy generated by the neural processes of our brain. In philosophy,
debate surrounds the individual’s mind creating an internal perception of objects, knowledge
or beliefs as opposed to external sensory reports that demonstrate real aspects of the world
outside of the individual [35].
Platonic reality is often cited with the allegory of the cave acting as a proof for Plato’s
position on Forms (i.e. identifying and naming common objects that we perceive) in order
to achieve a greater level of understanding and reflection. In this example, puppeteers create
shadows on the wall that are perceived by the prisoner’s chained inside as their reality.
The means by which the shadows are created on the wall, cast by candlelight using different
silhouetted props, is hidden from the prisoners who lack the understanding that their current
reality is limited to these devices and manipulation by their captors. Upon breaking their
bonds, the prisoners discover a new reality when they leave the confines of the dark and
restrictive environment of the cave as new objects and forms are encountered [20].
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Where Platonic realism deals with universal definitions of objects and forms, Medieval
realism rose from questioning the scope of such universal terms and properties. Do colours,
numbers and animals exist prior to the world or are they independently attached to specific
things, not existing separately? Conceptualists believe that they do exist, but only in the
mind, where nominalists view universals as no more than labels placed on different objects
[7].
Direct realism is also known as common sense or perceptual realism where the senses
transfer information that result in direct awareness of objects and our environment as it is.
Scientific laws are maintained whether anyone is there to observe them: if a tree falls in
the forest it not only lands heavily on the ground responding to gravitational force but also
creates sound waves that last for as long as it takes for them to dissipate to zero. Perception
is constant because the properties do not disappear because of a lack of observation. The
direct realist sees a sunset as real as we directly experience it. An indirect realist does not
deny the experience of the sunset, but it becomes a subjective copy of the real event as
described by physics [35].

Philosophy of the Mind
How do the philosophical views on the connection, or lack thereof, between the mind and the
body affect their definition of realism? Dualism and monism were early schools of thought
about the mind-body problem, that is, the relationship of thought and consciousness of the
mind and the physical presence of the brain. Rene Descartes’ substance dualist argument
saw the mind as an independent substance. Monism views the mind and body as not ontologically distinct entities but intertwined. Idealists present the idea that the mind is all
that exists, and the illusions created by it are all that is the external world, our reality.
Physicalists take the monist view extending it to prospects of reducing mental properties to
physical ones with a direct one-to-one connection to the nervous system and body. Modern
philosophers maintain a reductive or non-reductive physicalist approach. Reductive physi-
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calists see scientific approaches explaining all mental states through physiological processes.
Non-reductive physicalists argue that mental properties override physical properties.
The connection between the mind and body has been explored by Eastern religions since
the dawn of civilization. Philosophers tackle this subject by addressing the nature of the
mind and mental processes and postulating how, and if, minds affect bodies and vice versa
[3].

Enactivism
Enactivistic approaches to cognition see interaction between an acting organism and its
environment creating selective experiences with the world. Mental processes are clustered
into embodied, embedded, enacted, and extended according to Mark Rowlands. Together
they explain involvement between the mind and body being greater than a single interaction,
structure or process, related to the environment of the actor (i.e. an individual), involving
neural processes and action [39].

Mental Representation
In philosophy, mental representation is a system of cognitive symbols that represent external
reality. The mental imagery is not actually present to the senses. These representations are a
way of explaining or describing ideas and concepts. Also, they enable representation of ideas
or experiences that have never existed before or don’t exist. Imagining oneself travelling on
a space ship, sailing with a Spanish armada in the 1600s or flying without the assistance
of wings or an airplane are all examples of mental imagery that allows us to conjure an
experience that doesn’t exist or is impossible at the current time to bring into existence.
Mental representations also allow us to experience what is right in front of us as our brain
processes disparate sensory inputs mixing with environmental cues creating the perception
of the external experience. Representationalism, also known as indirect realism, views the
representations of objects as our access to external reality. This theory proposes that mental
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representations act as the filters between what we see and the objects, processes or other
entities we observe. Without these intermediaries of mental representation, we would not
comprehend what we observe as objects of the real world [1].

Idealism
A skeptical approach to knowing anything independent of the mind, Idealism asserts that
reality as humans know it is mentally constructed and otherwise immaterial. Consciousness
is the key prerequisite to material things. Existence of reality and material origins requires
conscious thought and determination prior to existence. The origin of the material world
comes from consciousness and idealism explains reality through this perspective. Subjective
idealism applies a combination of conscious sensations to view the world where Objective
idealism argues existence of an objective consciousness that exists independently of human
consciousness. Again, an internal versus external debate as to the conjuring of our reality
[62].

New Realism
Realism has often been criticised for its lack of recognition that objects exist only for the
consciousness of humans instead relying on science as the objective measure of reality. New
Realism introduces the concept of blended understanding where not only science and its
systematic definitions hold sway but other branches of study that include time and context.
Just because someone is conscious of, or has knowledge of, an object does not mean the
object itself and the knowledge are two distinct entities. When we see a specific colour, say
red, it does not mean that the colour does not exist other than when our nervous system
is activated by it. Consciousness and the nervous system are not identical, and the colour
exists whether we are conscious of it or not. Although the rise of New Realism deals well
with physical objects it struggles with abstract concepts and the commonality of properties.
Context and perception reentered the debate when philosopher Arthur Lovejoy in his book
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The Revolt Against Dualism returned to the representational ideas of early philosophers to
help account for things like the perceiver’s personal history, cultural bias and contextual
viewing of objects. Where Aristotle’s form of realism chose commonality as a fact, Lovejoy’s
argument addresses the significant numbers of factors that culminate in something as simple
as a colour and that perception cannot be reduced to commonalities in objects [4].

Summary
Philosophy’s approach to reality has run the gamut from observable items to complete synthesis of the mind and consciousness. Dichotomies exist in the varied arguments yet overlapping experiences of the senses and how the mind interprets these reveals a commonality
that reality exists as a blending of many inputs and perspectives. Perception is also a mix
of theories and although philosophers have pushed to the edge of meaning where reality
does not exist and is only a conjuring of the mind, they have also come full circle including
Platonic ideals of universal objects and the blending of mind and body in creation of the
real. One can choose to believe in whatever philosophical approach makes the most sense to
each individual, but no clear-cut establishment of what reality is has been agreed upon or
accepted in the realm of philosophy.

1.2.2

Psychology

Where philosophical concerns tend to be grounded in the construct of reality, the social sciences examine the perception of reality from an individual and social perspective. Perceiving
the real from the conscious and sub-conscious thoughts of the mind and resulting actions
or behaviours of the subject is the psychological approach. Psychologists see the mind as
the conduit for our experiences and what we establish as real through learning, bias and
reactions.
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Perceptual Psychology
Are we born with all the abilities we require from a sensory and perceptual standpoint or do
we need to learn how to perceive as we learn language and how to read or write? Nativist
psychologists believe the latter and it seems hard to fathom that although we are born with
specific physical senses that our perception is not modified as we experience an environment
as empiricist psychologists’ postulate. When a physical sense is lost or damaged, like the
blind or deaf, the other senses become strengthened, adapt and often work differently to
overcome the loss. There is also the concept of how individual’s perceive a given situation
and project beyond the behaviour of others but also to assumptions of their thoughts and
feelings. Although this can be a beneficial type of anticipatory cognition, it can also result
in a distorted construct of situations and misinterpretation leading to psychosis, a loss of
contact with external reality [17].

Affordances
This leads to how we react to what is in our environment and alter and modify it to better
meet our needs. An affordance is what the environment supplies, like water or fruit, but
these can also be misconstrued and appear false depending on our ability to perceive them
accurately. This often leads to mistakes and misunderstandings, such as is the water contaminated or the fruit poisonous? Unfortunately, affordances are not always perceivable and
can be hidden, like ultraviolet rays that cause sunburns, leading to perceptual confusion [36].

Psychophysics
When a stimulus is modified, what occurs to ours senses and the perceptual processes that we
rely on? Psychophysics is the investigation of stimuli and the perception they create. This
approach can show the relationship of perceptual modification and demonstrates phenomena
like why we perceive minimal loss of quality when audio or video signals are compressed. The
amount of data lost is measurable, yet the difference is often neglected or not perceivable
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[79].

Evolutionary
The psychological study of perception and sensation demonstrate the senses are a refinement
over time and are resulting adaptations to the environment of the earth. As our world
changes, sensory adaptation occurs following the Darwinian rules of evolution such as fitness
and mutation. Sound wave and visual light senses evolved to warn of impending danger and
work in concert with the fight or flight response for survival. The senses work in concert but
are also a modular adaptation that specialize in certain perceptual tasks. When someone
suffers brain damage to the fusiform gyrus for example, they can no longer recognize faces
[54].

Summary
The psychological definition of what reality is can sometimes be confused with psychosis or
other extreme mental episodes or disorders. However, the perceptual basis of psychological
reality is anchored in stimuli of the environment and the observable responses of an individual. Adaptation and experience play key roles in what we perceive and often change over
time due to conditioning and evolution.

1.2.3

Sociology

Behaviour as an individual can change greatly when exposed to a group. Sociology places
perception in relation to how humans act with others and the reality that is generated by
the perceived situation. As a scenario morphs, perception modifications of the experience
for the group take place as well as the relation to what is real or natural in the perceived
environment.
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Symbolic Interactionism
What happens when individuals interact with each other and use images, sounds and other
forms of communication to create and shape symbolic worlds and resulting behaviours?
Social definitions are created in response to a physical reality and the social understanding
of these objects that compose the world that is constructed. If humans are taken as sole
actors in their environment, they would have no need for constructing meaning through
communication or enact with their community or society. Joel M. Charon postulates that
symbolic interactionism meets human’s need to be understood as social beings, who think,
define their environment, act in response to their situation, and are active in relation to their
surroundings [6].

Perceptual Diversity
Considering that everyone’s perception is unique to them, it should be a given that there is
more than one way to perceive. Perceptual diversity that appear cross culturally as well as at
historic times and places can be more obvious, yet variations also occur at similar instances
and in the same culture. Race, gender and class are among many factors that result in
how situations and environments are perceived. Selective sensory attention, where we focus
our awareness in different social scenarios, demonstrate how we construct the perception
of events and create social filters. Visual neurobiologists in the 1960s refer to this type of
filtering as neurons are used to “break down visual scenes by extracting particular features
from small regions of space.” Combining this physiological device with the process of social
construction provides the ability to narrow down our perception and focus on what is the
intent and what can be ignored [28].

Summary
We cannot ignore the signs we create to communicate as social creatures and how they are
adapted to different levels of social interaction. Learning to perceive the meaning of these
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cues as well as modifying our behaviour because of them have impact not only in our response
to our reality but in its construction. Reality cannot exist in a vacuum external to our social
participation, cultural background or unique sensitivities.

1.2.4

Neuroscience

Although traditionally viewed as passive receptors, our senses and brains perceptual systems
are actively and pre-consciously attempting to understand input. This appears to be in
part to stabilise the experience of the environment around us when a multitude of factors,
incomplete and varying, are constantly bombarding the sensory system. Neuroscience seeks
to explain the process of sensory input through biological receptors and senses related to the
brain and nervous system. Scientifically speaking, “The process of perception begins with
an object in the real world...By means of light, sound or another physical process, the object
stimulates the body’s sensory organs. These sensory organs transform the input energy into
neural activity—a process called transduction. This raw pattern of neural activity is called
the proximal stimulus. These neural signals are transmitted to the brain and processed. The
resulting mental re-creation of the distal stimulus is the percept.” [33]
Examples of distorting or shifting the percept of the senses often go unnoticed and overlooked as we have become desensitized by their presence and conditioning. The visual
concept of camouflage and biomimicry appears in nature where neural signals are used to
blur the presence of an insect in a tree or make a butterfly appear as though it were a large
predator from large spots on its wings. Neuroscientist and psychiatrist Eric Kandel states
“The understanding of the biological basis of learning, memory, behavior, perception and
consciousness as the ultimate challenge” of the biological sciences [41].

Cognitive and Behavioural
How, in the cognitive space, does neuroscience relate to our psychology when these responses
are the results of our neural system? The study of cognitive and behavioural neuroscience
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attempts to address the abstract concepts of thoughts and emotion as they relate to specific
neural layers. The way the brain and senses work together as well as respond to stimuli
are studied by analysing brain waves, neural systems and genetics. Just as important as
tracking correct responses is discovering what and why malfunctions and adaptations occur.
Neuromarketing is the application of neuropsychology to marketing research and how
consumers react to different stimuli. Predicting cognitive and behavioural responses to specific stimuli has wide ranging implications, for good and bad, as the neurological connections
between what we perceive and how we respond are better understood. Consumers are already targeted online by tracking their behaviour with varying inputs and the resulting data
and analysis has a spotty record of positive results versus negative implications [40].

Sensory Interfaces
Merging virtual imagery with our sense of sight may result in complete overriding of the
natural environment from a visual perspective. Retinal, or foveal, projection will eventually
create high definition overlays and complete obstructions of our sight enabling the complete
simulation of the natural via virtual imagery. If the retina was simply a fixed resolution
this task would be easier to accomplish, but the human eye is a combination of biological
hardware and software [38] and overpowering it will take more than a high enough density
image projected into its photo sensors. One approach that could compensate for some of
the complexity of foveal projection is light field image capture. Light field imaging captures
all the photons in a given image angle not a set resolution of pixels as we do with digital
cameras today, producing a near exact duplicate of the natural viewpoint they are derived
from. Again, not a simple task as the data processing involved is a barrier but the possibility
of combining machine learning with stored data sets of known objects and lighting conditions
could enable generative implementations. We must also expect brain computer interfaces
(BCI’s) to be implemented to not only override the visual sense but all of our biological
senses. Direct stimulation of cortical and subcortical sensory areas will be able to obfuscate
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the senses and produce not only visual overrides but aural, haptic, olfactory and taste.

Summary
Sensorial inputs are difficult to understand because of their complexity and combination
of not only biological electrical chemical reactions but intertwining with mental processes.
Perception can be altered and manipulated by interrupting or distorting visual, aural and
other sensory receptors. The future, near and far, holds the capability to override the known
senses completely leading to concealment and obfuscation creating a perceived world of
unreality and deception.

1.2.5

Art

Part of what makes visual art, like paintings, sculpture and photography engaging is the
human filter that is the artist permeated in the objects they create. Not limited to the
visual space, art objects also flow through the individual perception of those who experience
the artwork, again filtering through all the baggage, emotional, cultural and perceptual that
each of us bring to a piece. Artistic movements often tackle the perspective of what art of
the period represents and how it is depicted. How has art, in its many forms, manipulated
and challenged the perception of the real?

Realism
The Realism movement came from an era of revolution and social change where painters
replaced idealistic images with real-life events providing everyday life with similar weight of
history and allegory that was previously depicted [45].

Surrealism
Surrealist painters created illogical scenes with realistic precision sometimes conjuring bizarre
creatures from everyday objects . These depictions often allowed for the expression of the
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unconscious because of their dream-like qualities [2].

Photorealism
Photorealist artists approached art as a mechanism to reproduce image objects as close
to the original in another medium. For example, photorealist painting requires a photo,
snatched from a moment in time, for the artist to accurately reproduce the image. Scale is
often adjusted, and technical skill is required to simulate certain physical characteristics like
reflections and caustics [5].

Hyperrealism
Hyperrealism takes this a step further by increasing the resolution of the photograph used
as the source forcing the artist to replicate more detail and features that were previously
hidden [10].

Audio Recording/Music
Creating an audio recording on an etched cylinder forever changed our relationship with
sound and the time-shifting of reality it provides. Hearing audio that was created at a different time and place yet represents a solid replication of the event fundamentally challenges
the concept of the natural and real. Pop culture is often ignored and discounted because
of its sometimes superfluous content but mass production of popular artists music anchored
the ability of reproduction of audio to large audiences. No longer were the socio-economics
of participation locked to a live experience, music became a commodity that could be replicated over radio waves and on personal playback devices. The recording mediums of vinyl,
tape and digital each introduced their own aesthetic and capabilities. Natural recording
of performance was enhanced with effects like reverb and echo, leading to distortion of instruments and voices as well as complete synthesis of music making and audio production.
Over-produced, auto-tuned surreal recordings of singers and musicians have resulted in a
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back lash and harkening for purity of sound leading to the resurrection of vinyl recording
and playback. Authenticity is debated amongst style and preference as the real, in one of
the earliest and easily manipulated mediums, is blurred by filtering and production attaining
the hyperreal.

Photography
The capturing of light using photo sensitive materials, chemical transition and crystal fixing
ushered in a significant revolution of reality perception and distortion. Initially requiring long
exposure times to activate the process, the captured images were stilted and staged but were
clearly the closest re-creation of what could be perceived of the external world through the
eyes. The first reality distinguishing features were scale, the lack of colour in black and white
images and either lack of motion or blurred movement. The Kodak Brownie [37] introduced
in 1900 transformed public access to not only the personal creation of photographic imagery
but also reflection on individual reality capture. The snapshot could be taken to snatch a
moment in space time and used as a touch point for the past. The introduction of colour
and digital image capture with higher and more accurate resolutions enhanced the idea
of a photograph defining a moment. Yet, as with audio, the inevitable manipulation of
imagery through mechanical and digital means distorts and blurs what reality is truly being
documented. Smartphones have become the de facto personal image capture device that are
easily accessed and allow for burst and full motion video capture with seemingly limitless
storage. Digital darkrooms are in the palms of our hands and sharing our personal reality
is possible via several social media platforms. Again, the capturing of the natural or real is
mitigated by the technology and the filter of the artist and audience.

Documentary Photography and Film
The idea of photo or film as a document of reality is prevalent because of the mediums ability to replicate what is seen. Ansel Adams, the famous American landscape photographer,
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manipulated his images through controlled exposure to light on site and in the darkroom.
His pictures are not a true or realistic representation of the scene but an idealised re-creation
changed through knowledge of chemical and medium manipulations. Cinema Verité or observational cinema [14] seeks to uncover the truth by filming what is seen with one camera
and existing light and sound. However, the films are changed and edited in similar ways to
Adams’ photographs with the intent to frame and direct the audience to desired conclusions
rather than acting as a document of the real. Documentary photo and film holds itself as
the arbiter of documenting reality and by capturing history providing a glimpse into the
way events occurred. However, just as with other filmmaking and photography, editing and
bias are easily introduced to the medium diluting its ability as a historical document and
reflection of the real. Mechanisms that enhance the authenticity of these images, still and
moving, are grainy footage produced by fast films required for varying exposures, handheld
footage producing jerky, bumpy and blurry imagery and un-staged, location lighting that
also reinforces the natural found untouched state of the environment. This style of imagery
and its traits can also be replicated as in mockumentary style films and photographs. Currently, the ubiquity of dashcams and security systems make their footage a trusted source
for documenting real events like crimes, accidents or other mishaps. Selfies are prevalent on
social media with the advent of the smartphone as personal camera. Although the ‘selfie’ can
be viewed as a reflection of the real, a pseudo document in time, they are also a construct of
style and choice. The authenticity of the real continues to evolve with the technology and
sophistication of the mass maker and viewing audiences.

Film/Video
Movies have been a challenge to audience perception since the Nickleodeon offered 5 cent
showings. The steam locomotive coming directly at the camera threatening to burst from the
screen into the crowd was the beginning of applying special effects to a medium that relies
on stories and production quality for the audience to escape beyond the projected reflections
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of the big screen. The edited and staged aspect of most filmmaking in the 20th century
made it obvious that these fantastical illusions were not accurate reflections of reality or
the natural. However, the introduction of convincing visual effects like the front projection
used in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey in 1968 displayed a way to present a new
reality that many only held in their imaginations. Digital technologies are providing the
means to create visually realistic re-creations of different times and space as well as merge
and add elements that match the lighting and setting of other environments well enough
to not be easily detected. Movies are being manipulated by removing unwanted elements,
modifying tone and colour and almost any other imaginable modification. Depending on the
goals of the filmmakers, these changes can be obvious yet subtle effects and adjustments are
bombarding audiences unaware and conditioned to accept as impostors of the real.

Extended Reality
More recently artists have integrated XR technologies into their exhibits leading to a questioning of what is reality and how we construct it. In Perception is Reality: On the Construction of Reality and Virtual Worlds shown at the Frankfurter Kunstverein gallery in
Germany in 2017-2018 [25], various artists integrated works that “pose questions about the
basic conditions of perception today and how we construct our own conception of reality
out of them. Technological systems are connecting people, data, and processes more and
more closely together. Immersive technologies will increasingly replace analogue surroundings with virtual data rooms, therefore radically changing the way that we interact socially,
work, and how we organize our free time,”. This works as a sort of thought experiment of
how we think, feel and judge virtual environments. [34]

1.2.6

Summary

Artists working as part of an elite relying on their skills and a movement to carry their message have not disappeared. However, the democratisation of art has been one of the sweeping
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results of the commiditisation of audio, photography and video production. Interpreting the
real is one direction for the artist, but far from the only path to pursue. The flood of not
only photographic but illustrative imagery in advertising and other media has forced the
mass audience to process art in ways not reserved to a gallery or sacred space. Manipulation
of different media by artists is what makes artistic expression unique and powerful. Related
to the natural and virtual, artistic license and interpretation provides another vehicle for
processing the world and the reality we choose to experience.
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Chapter 2
Extended Reality
Is XR more than an extension of our reality in all its different applications of VR, AR and
MR? Arguing that “virtuality is itself a bona fide mode of reality, and that ‘virtual reality’
must be understood as ‘things, agents and events that exist in cyberspace’”, the research
paper The Reality of Virtual Reality [51] postulates that the experience itself goes beyond
the hardware and the software’s conjuring’s becoming an expansion of our existence.
Jack Loomis views VR as a type of ‘synthetic experience’, “a mode...made possible by
both...newer technologies and earlier ones, such as telecommunication and sensory prosthetics”. We can extend this thought to the recording and playback of audio, photographs,
time shifting of events through analog and digital means as well as experiencing live events
remotely especially with sports. Loomis also sees VR as the “phenomenology of synthetic
experience continuous with that of ordinary experience” [44].
VR experiences lead to questions of embodiment as well. The ability for a virtual headset
to disconnect us from our bodies by blinding us to our torso and limbs creates disembodiment
by its very nature. Viewing virtual controllers suspended in space where our physical hands
hold them or floating towards us when an external actor moves them is jarring yet not an
utterly unintuitive experience. Proprioception, described as a sense that allows us to perceive
the location, motion and action of our body parts [71], is heightened in this environment
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when our visual senses are hindered and is a strong demonstration of how the nervous
and sensory systems work in conjunction with the brain. VR is sometimes described as
an ‘empathy machine’ because of its ability to place the user in someone else’s shoes, a
minority or immigrant for example, providing subjective experiences that are sometimes
hard to replicate and relate to. [80]
Humans have been experiencing virtual content and integrating it into their everyday
existence for a considerable amount of time. What impact will these XR technologies have
on human development as both they and we evolve together? It appears they are already
allowing us to explore sensorial and psychological aspects of being human that can be difficult
to access. As smartphone augmentation is affecting new generations of users, it seems
inevitable that XR will also follow a rapid pace of transformation and influence.

2.1

XR Technologies

One can argue that any digital interface is an extension of reality, but several technologies
have been implemented specifically with simulation as their goal. Some have a greater impact
on our understanding of the real than others. Studying the current modality and projecting
its future impact will help us better judge how these technologies effect our ability to separate
the simulated from the natural.
A constant is that all XR technologies are manipulating 3D space. This space is mapped
to virtual coordinates that can match real world measurements and spatial settings. Visually, rendering techniques are employed ranging from simple cartoon like representation
to physically based renders (PBR) that mimic real world physics accounting for simulating
materials, textures, illumination, environmental reflectance and shadows. Rasterisation has
been the standard for achieving 3D renders in a timely manner with varying levels of quality.
Meshes composed of triangles and vertices are used to calculate how pixels should be created
to represent the 3D image in a highly computationally intensive process [16]. Raytracing
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Figure 2.1: Photogrammetry scans rendered using OTOY’s Octane unbiased render engine
takes the next step in producing graphics quality akin to the natural world as it tracks the
path of light rays emanating from a virtual environment back to the eye [16]. Tracking simulated light rays and their physical properties combined with high resolution textures and
accurate light sources produces 3D imagery of stunning similarity to natural environments.
During the March 2018 Game Developer Conference, market leading technology companies
Nvidia (graphic processing), Microsoft (Windows 10 - DirectX API) and Industrial Light
Magic (world leading visual effects) demonstrated real-time raytracing of a highly complex
3D scene creating a short narrative with convincing effect [27]. Artifacts often appear in
raytraced digital renderings creating noise, light and reflectance aberrations. The addition
of machine learning by companies like OTOY who produce the unbiased PBR engine Octane,
is rapidly correcting these imperfections in close to real-time with the assistance of machine
learning algorithms [32].
The inclusion of high dynamic resolution imaging (HDRI), 360◦ video, photogrammetry
and light field data each add new levels to a simulated experience. The use of HDRI for
spherical environment backgrounds in 3D applications provide natural reference lighting
and illumination because the scene is lit by the light information from the dynamic image.
High resolution capture of 360◦ video by multiple cameras synced to record, stitch and map
playback on an internal sphere provide the user with wraparound views of natural locations
in a convincing yet linear manner. Photogrammetry (Figure 2.1) uses multiple 2D images
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taken from various surrounding angles to construct an object’s 3D geometry and accurately
project a skin or texture on it. Light field captures light vector data to create depth, light
and texture information that create an extremely high quality sense of presence, producing
a feeling of spatial substance [23]. Although the amount of data captured can be significant,
VR light field demo applications have been developed that run on current VR hardware and
produce unparalleled visual reproductions of specific captured locations such as the interior
of the retired NASA space shuttle.

2.1.1

Virtual Reality

Used since the mid 1990s as computer-generated three-dimensional environments, Virtual
reality (VR) seeks to completely simulate a 3D experience. VR HMDs [56] contain high
resolution screens, usually one per eye, to create a stereoscopic display employing lenses
to mitigate the proximity of the displays. Aurally, audio can be heard via headphones or
speakers placed close to the ears and can be manipulated spatially as well. One of the
biggest challenges in a VR space is that an entire 360◦ representation needs to be created
from geometry and rendered in real-time so that the user can truly experience the space in a
non-linear way. Both from a technical and creative perspective, this challenge has presented
several issues that can give users a sense of unease and disorientation. To boost playback
performance and achieve higher quality resolution, level of detail (LOD) and occlusion techniques can be used to only render what is viewable to the user instead of everything outside
the current field of view (FOV) but VR currently lacks these capabilities.
Oculus and HTC are currently the mass consumer VR market leaders offering high end
computer tethered HMDs and companion software implementations. The amount of processing power and data streamed to the HMD can easily overwhelm lower end consumer
hardware making the need for modern chipsets and GPUs a necessity for seamless playback.
HTC has also released a high-end pro version with high bandwidth wireless streaming from
a workstation. Alternatively, a mobile workstation can be worn like a backpack, but mo25

bility is reduced due to weight and battery restrictions. Both are releasing wireless lower
cost alternatives in an attempt to gain market share and bring more affordable, consumer
friendly devices within reach [67]. The Oculus Quest released in June 2019 is a promising
wireless and markerless tracking step but its reliance on 2017 mobile processor technology is
a performance hurdle and reins in possible high-end VR playback. VR devices are supported
in what is referred to as ’room space’ (e.g. a 10m by 10m area) requiring external markers
or cameras to track position and depth of the participant. Six degrees of freedom (6 DOF)
implementations allow users to move in any axis and be oriented properly in the 3D space
of the simulations. Since VR HMDs isolate the user in a virtual environment, blocking their
view of the world outside the headset, safeguards must be put in place for the VR system to
limit the danger for users when wearing the devices in a confined physical space.
Recently, VR is the first to support foveated rendering, a practice where only the area
where a user is gazing is rendered to the fovea, the small area at the back of the eye where
images are focused. This requires eye tracking in the device or for fixed foveal rendering,
an approximation of the most common area the gaze tends to be positioned in relation to
the HMD screens. Foveated rendering techniques help to mitigate the need for increasingly
higher resolution screens and visual fidelity as well as increased GPU power. The GPU can
then be dedicated to other tasks that make the render more believable with areas like realtime raytracing, global illumination and reflectance becoming a priority for physically based
implementations. Motion blur and depth of field also add important familiar properties as
VR attempts to replicate our visual experience and provide the cues to trick our senses into
crossing into the virtual divide.
One of the common issues with VR is ’the uncanny valley’, where the virtual representation of reality is slightly off or ’not quite right’ as our brains attempt to interpret and
equalise what we are experiencing. Since VR does not allow us to see our bodies as we
interact in virtual space, reference issues are created resulting in psychological out of body
conflicts and disembodiment. A ’screen door effect’ is also an issue where proximity to the
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viewing screen can create noticeable patterns as our brain battles over seeing or merging the
pixels drawing the simulated environment at such close range. ‘God rays’ or light shafts can
also be a distraction as sometimes the lenses over the displays act like prisms where light
spreads creating crepuscular rays from high contrast imagery or external light sources. For
total immersion, this is a disconcerting failure of the technology but can be compensated
for by mitigating contrast as well as customising the area of the HMD around the nose and
beneath the eyes to secure light tightness.

2.1.2

Augmented Reality

Augmented reality (AR) is a simulation or other virtual items overlaid on top of the real
world. It relies on our perception of visual input via devices that don’t impede the users
view or pass through video of the physical space while overlaying 3D images and animations.
Audio is implemented in a similar fashion as VR.
Although Google Glass made the first big splash as an AR HMD in 2013, Microsoft’s
announcement of the HoloLens in 2015 started an era of wireless AR that has made inroads
into education and industry. Based on Microsoft Kinect technology, it includes four input
sensors and one depth camera to map space and recognize physical gestures. A modest
physical footprint, natural language recognition and room mapping capabilities introduced
a holographic experience where 3D information, animations and interactions could be easily
integrated with objects and planar geometry in the user’s space.
The HoloLens relies on a laser scanning display and semi-transparent planar waveguides
to combine images created in software with light from the environment projected in front
of a user’s eyes [9]. This produces images that are translucent with low colour saturation,
unsaturated blacks and transparent ghosting of content [50]. The device itself is a Windows
10 computer capable of linking to wi-fi, browsing the Internet and using other cloud services.
Completely wireless, the processing power of the CPU and GPU combined with its visual
projection system limit the type of natural representation that can be achieved. However,
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its impressive mapping features and measurement systems allow for the accurate placement
of 3D elements on surface planes and select hand gestures can be used to interact with
interface elements as well as 3D objects. One of its most limiting issues is a 35◦ diagonal
field of view (FOV), only 1/3rd of humans’ 114◦ FOV of binocular vision [59]. In April
2019, the HoloLens 2 was announced with superior gesture recognition and hand tracking,
increased FOV (52◦ diagonally), a more powerful ARM-based processor with custom AI
chipset, and cloud integration. These updates result in capabilities such as pushing virtual
buttons with the hands in 3D space, anchoring content using geospatial coordinates and
being able to use voice controls without a network connection.
Apple and Google both released hardware and software late in 2017 to enable AR on
mobile devices for mass consumption. ARKit and ARCore are software development kits
(SDKs) providing mobile devices with plane detection and simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) capabilities. Many updates have been released adding shared synced experiences between multiple devices as well as geospatial anchors and location based environmental lighting. Combined with image target and object tracking, these devices overlay 3D
objects, animations and interaction via pass-through video to the device (e.g. smartphones
and tablets) screen. The resulting combination of imagery can produce the full gamut of
colour, transparency and black levels not achieved by the HoloLens or other see through
holographic type devices. Of course, they also need to be held in the hand rather than worn
on the head.
Social media applications like SnapChat and Instagram have AR experiences that use
face tracking and overlays to create humorous or enhanced images and video. Although
rudimentary as far as integration with the real, they signal an assimilation of the natural with
virtual integration and are unknowingly preparing users for more advanced techniques and
applications. Apple’s use of true point cloud data with its front facing camera in the iPhone
X takes another step with its intricate tracking of facial expressions and accurate movement
creating “Animojis”, animating emojis with real-time motion capture data. Movements
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simulated via motion capture produce eerily familiar movement and match our perceived
notions of organic action.

2.1.3

Mixed Reality

When virtual and augmented reality overlap, mixed reality (MR) is created. Not merely an
overlay on the natural world, mixed reality applications can either interact with or completely
replace it [73]. Very similar to AR while interacting within physical space, objects placed
can be occluded or hidden by real ones and anchored content is a given. Alternatively, using
external cameras and measurement data, mixed reality applications that replace the current
environment are like VR but with the external environment as a constraint.
Magic Leap was a promising start-up that finally unveiled their HMD in December of
2017. Heavily funded and in development for 6 years, their approach promised light field
technology and an unrivaled mixed reality experience [74]. Released in August 2018, the
Magic Leap One: Creator Edition is rather disappointing as it is technologically very similar
to the original HoloLens with a limited FOV and similar waveguide implementation. Its
form factor is unique using a smaller HMD and connected ‘puck’ processing unit that can be
attached to a belt or placed in a pocket. For all the hype, Magic Leap has failed to deliver
the AR revolution they promised with their first iteration.

2.1.4

Summary

XR technologies are in their infancy as far as replicating the natural and overriding the real,
however, given the rapid pace of the hardware and software developments over the past five
years they offer a solid base as to what types of innovation and content will be available in
the near future. Gaming and training applications are pushing game engine development and
the ability for fast iteration and deployment. Web implementations like web graphics library
(WebGL) and web assembly (Wasm) offer a platform other than the dedicated application
avenue for mass adoption of content and interactivity. The Oculus Quest is poised to disrupt
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the XR landscape because of its price point and VR/AR capabilities. Nvidia’s RTX GPUs
offer real-time raytracing for games and both competition from CPU/GPU maker AMD
and new hardware advances will increase the PBR results of future XR deployments. It is
possible that a rumoured Apple AR implementation will succeed in areas where others have
struggled or failed in merging the simulated and the real. When foveal projection is achieved,
or an equal or better alternative developed, the XR landscape will be radically disrupted.
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Chapter 3
Xscape
Click to view a video of Xscape
Click to download the source code for Xscape

3.1

Photogrammetric AR Art

I have always been intrigued with the ability of visual and audio effects to fool and distort our
senses of sight and hearing. Escaping into the images and sounds offered by two-dimensional
movies and television, worlds were opened where stories weaved by their authors could be
easily accessed and ingested. Optical illusions and aural soundscapes in cinema and television offer enhancements of reality and present fantasies of fiction, communication that often
affect us in moral or emotional ways. Magic is sleight of hand and illusion subtly applied
or combined with distraction creating a response of awe and wonder as to how the feat was
accomplished. Could XR virtual tools produce similar effects as movies and magic without
the screen or magician as arbiters? I began to envision several concepts for an interactive
art gallery where augmented reality would be the main filter for exploring the natural and
the virtual (Figure 3.1). I intended to combine physical objects with virtual elements applying proximity animation and audio triggers to engage the attendees. The ability to overlay
3D objects, graphic elements and animations over the gallery space would allow for contex31

Figure 3.1: Illustration of physical and virtual objects viewed via AR devices triggering
proximity audio and animation.
tualizing physical items. Voice, touch and gesture interaction would provide the attendee
opportunities to direct their experience as well as react to the proximal occurrences in the
gallery. The intent was also to apply misdirection and sleight of hand to some of the physical
objects to make them appear digital and other virtual elements appear to be real. Animations and sound would cue the user where to focus attention as well as distort the reality
barrier in a search for perceptual confusion. I began to think of differing means of placing
objects that were perceived to be real and bringing them into the virtual augmented space.
Oversize poster images where a common object like an apple was photographed and enlarged
placed with a natural apple on a table and a replicated virtual object seen side-by-side for
comparison. A photograph or video of an object such as a posable artist’s mannequin that
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could be virtually ‘pulled’ from the screen with a hand gesture into the augmented space
appearing as if it leapt from one medium to another. To enact a convincing simulation, both
the natural and virtual objects required a high production value whether it be replication
using photography and printing or procedural generation in 3D applications with accurate
geometries and texture recreation.

3.1.1

Photogrammetry

As I explored the mechanisms of how 3D models were created and the intricacies of the
tricks to make photo realistic images, I came across rendered results that appeared to be
photographs yet were complete 3D reproductions. The light quality produced accurate shadows and reflections reinforcing the illusion. The concepts of biased and unbiased rendering
led me to discover the physics behind how these items were being created. While biased
renderings were not physically accurate and used multiple ‘cheats’ to recreate their rendered
results, unbiased renderers used the explicit physics of light and materials to create their reproductions. I made several attempts to recreate an apple in Cinema 4D using a procedural
approach where the geometry was modeled and sculpted using reference fruit and photos.
Texture maps were made by combining different noises and other effect layers attempting
to replicate the colour, skin and imperfections of nature. Although my skills improved as I
spent more time modelling and texturing, it became apparent that procedurally reproducing
an organic object was more difficult than it appeared. With my current skill set, my model
lacked the production quality and detailing required to fool the eye when compared to the
real apple. I came across the concept of photogrammetry (Figure 3.2), an approach that uses
numerous photos of an object from several angles to be used by software that recreates a virtual photo setup and projects the object in three dimensions with an accompanying texture
map. Photogrammetry software can use as few as a handful of images and up to thousands
to virtually reconstruct the photo shoot. It creates a high-density mesh, in the millions of
polygons, as well as a high-resolution texture map, 2k to 16k, depending on the resolution
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of the photos used as input. The resulting 3D object and texture can be highly detailed and
creates a very convincing replication of natural objects, but they do suffer from a few issues

Figure 3.2: Photogrammetric scan of an apple rendered using the OTOY Octane unbiased
render engine.
when incorporated into an XR application. Firstly, the geometry creation is reliant on the
overlap of the source images and precise photography techniques are required to produce the
best results as well as software tweaks to accommodate errors in these makeshift 3D visual
scans. The mesh often lacks or blends features of an object and requires manual manipulation in 3D modelling programs to restore or recreate them. The high-density mesh also
needs to be simplified so that performance issues don’t occur in XR as low polygon counts
require far less processing. Decimation and re-topology, a restructuring of the geometry of
the mesh, are necessary to produce models that have 1000s of polygons from the millions
supplied by photogrammetry software. The reduced polygons require remapping of the UV
coordinates used for properly projecting and wrapping the texture maps to the geometry.
Polygonal artifacts can also occur in low poly renders when the textures lack mesh counts
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allowing the individual triangles to show through. Considering some of these factors, I chose
to use photogrammetry scans from a third party of four different types of fruit as they were
professionally created and free of charge. This removed concerns over the intricate capture
process and allowed me to focus on decimation and optimisation of the model and texture
for use in XR. Photogrammetric captures result in a texture map that matches the lighting
conditions of when they were shot. This becomes an issue when the object is placed in a new
AR environment that usually contains different lighting and does not match. Flat light with
minimal shadows results in the most flexible captures. Alternatively, running the textures
through a de-lighting process creates a more neutral result so that when the object is relit
in the virtual environment it responds to the light properly. Unfortunately, an attempt at
de-lighting using a Unity tool resulted in muddy results. This required the use of a high dynamic range or HDR environment map to generalize the virtual lighting to various artificially
lit spaces that might be encountered.

3.1.2

Unity

My background with Flash development and C# programming led me to develop the AR
application in Unity 3D. Unity’s game engine acts as an amalgamator for all types of media assets in a 3D environment and provides an object-oriented programming paradigm to
extend its functionality. Apple released the first version of their AR software development
kit (SDK), ARKit, in September 2017, and Unity was an early adopter for implementation
on iOS devices. To place the objects in the augmented space, the Vuforia plugin was used
because of its use of computer vision algorithms. A free, watermarked version allowed for
simple registration of the application with a cloud service and deployment on iOS devices.
The process to create the AR application using Unity on a Windows 10 workstation required
compiling and exporting the source files to an iMac workstation with Xcode for loading on
the iOS device. A bug in the Objective C files created by the Windows version of Unity
resulted in many delays and debugging until a line was found in a JSON configuration file
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that was not properly pointing to the correct assets for the Xcode build. Once this was overcome, proofs and testing proceeded and explorations in object detection and sound could be
undertaken. I initially used visual two-dimensional markers to attach the virtual photogrammetry objects to the physical environment. This worked well and provided an easy anchor
to locate the virtual objects but introducing multiple objects at the same time proved to
be an issue considering my desire to provide the illusion that the virtual objects could be
mistaken for real ones. The Vuforia software required the use of one visual marker at a time
and although switching was possible, this caused visual discontinuity that was simple for the
viewer to observe when an object disappeared or lacked permanence. Another visual abnormality occurred when the objects were anchored to a plane as an alternative to the visual
markers. A slight but noticeable jitter appeared that I attributed to a constant repositioning
of the virtual element as the video passthrough feed changed while handheld by the user.
Calculations of the plane and 3D object positioning created this drift as the image information was altered due to movement of the device and thus the camera. Ultimately, Vuforia
offered a virtual anchor feature where objects could be placed relative to the position of the
device and its camera when the application started. This allowed for the control of virtual
object placement relative to the user to encourage discovery and play. The biggest issue with
the early implementation of AR technology is the lack of ability for detecting objects other
than using visual markers. Although Vuforia offered a simplified object detection feature, it
was difficult to implement and proved to be slow and unreliable. This impacted the concept
of overlaying virtual elements over physical objects in a seamless way. However, the use of
video passthrough for AR on iOS devices provided solid colours and true blacks compared to
other AR solutions like Microsoft’s HoloLens. A critical visual cue to the unnatural nature
of the virtual fruit objects was suspending them in mid-air. If this was not enough of an
indicator of their virtual existence, animations were also applied to each piece, activated
upon the user getting close enough to collide virtually, about 0.25 meters away.
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3.1.3

Audio

Audio became a central aspect of the intended trickery of the piece as two key technologies
influenced this direction. The advancement of aural AR has been in process since the first
recording of natural sounds. It is an essential time shift of the 21st century where aural
recordings on vinyl, tape and by digital means have become an afterthought of everyday
existence. Game engines allow for the use of spatial audio giving the author the capability
to place sounds and other aural effects in 3D space. Google’s Resonance SDK allowed for
sound to be placed virtually around the user with chiming church bells, neighing horses
and steam locomotives appearing in the distance as well as moving closer and far away. The
implementation is so effective that it became clear that even though the virtual visuals could
be detected by waving a hand in front of the device’s camera or seeing shadows or light that
didn’t match the current space, the audio places the user in a far more unique predicament.
Instinctually we react to sounds that are perceived as a danger or recognized as familiar.
The human voice is also a powerful indicator of the natural. After exploring the possibilities
of having a conversation with a virtual human voice using the IBM Watson natural language
processing (NLP) technology, issues with the latency of the response, misinterpretation of
spoken words and unreliability of the service pushed me in a alternative direction. Amazon
offers a voice synthesis service called Polly that allows for text input and voice modulation via
XML commands using the standard Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML). Breaths
could be added to the virtual speaker, pauses, and many other natural feeling adjustments
depending on the phrases that were produced (Figure 3.3). Tweaking using the Amazon
Polly web application provided previewing for testing as well as 40 unique voices, accents
and export of source .mp4 files for Unity integration. Short sentences and phrases were used
to prompt the user to action or engage them in thought about perception.
The application was previewed to over 50 people attending the University of Calgary
2018 computer science showcase. Although the original intent was to place the piece in an
art gallery space, it became apparent that it could be used in many different environments as
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<speak>
<amazon:effect name="drc"><amazon:auto-breaths frequency="high"><prosody
volume="x-loud">Welcome</prosody> to an <emphasis level="reduced">
aural-visual Xscape! </emphasis>Take a look around, <break time="0.01s"/>
listen <break time="0.01s"/>and feel free to explore.<emphasis
level="reduced"><prosody volume="loud">You never know what you may
discover.</prosody></emphasis><break time="0.7s"/><prosody volume=
"x-loud">Oh!</prosody>, I forgot to mention, <break time="0.25s"/>
<prosody volume="loud">look for the fruit.</prosody></amazon:auto-breaths>
</amazon:effect>
</speak>

Figure 3.3: XML used in Amazon Polly to generate synthetic voices using machine learning.
reliance on physical object integration had been discarded and it developed into an entirely
virtual exercise. It was noted that users required instruction to explore. The four pieces of
virtual fruit were placed within view but at a two-meter distance from where the application
was launched requiring the user to pivot the device in a panning like motion. The familiarity
of using touch mobile devices revealed most users attempting to tap or click on the virtual
fruit to enact its interactivity (i.e. activating the animations) and this was a development
oversight that was corrected in the next version of the application. As anticipated, the audio
proved to be the most effective tool for blurring the natural and the virtual. Only a few
users detected an oddness or something a ‘little off’ with the virtually generated voices. A
randomization algorithm was employed to trigger the voices where 20% had overt modifications applied such as slowed voice modulation, distorted tones and subtle pronunciation
problems as an attempt to hint at their unreal origins. Due to the sheer amount of sounds
occurring at the same time or overlapping during the experience, these anomalies were not
detected by any user. Although some proximity triggering was applied to the audio, it was
mostly random and caused discomfort and confusion for some users. Time did not allow
for this modification, but altered proximity triggering would provide the users with more
time to process the differing voices and phrases instead of the cacophony of sound that some
experienced.
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3.1.4

Summary

Overall, the lack of identification of the virtual voices as false was a strong indicator of the
maturity of audio in XR scenarios as well as the difficulty we have in discerning virtual
aural manipulation. Where the photogrammetric visuals would be improved by proper delighting and seamless integration into local environment lighting, the animations proved to
be an effective mechanism of revealing their virtual existence. The surreal fruit floating
around the user appeared to be overtly accepted as virtual and incorporating them into the
environment or anchored to a table may be more effective when attempting to fool the user
into believing they were real, natural objects. An early implementation of this specific AR
technology proved that certain technical limitations, although currently difficult to overcome,
will soon be remedied and performing a similar test in the future would be valuable when
assessing perception and XR elements.
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Chapter 4
Emerge
Click to view a video of Emerge
Click to download the source code for Emerge

4.1

Real-Time Procedural Rendering

Replicating nature by parsing some of its algorithms or at least mimicking them can provide hints into the sometimes-obscured inner workings of biological phenomena. Simulation
of organic processes can produce a glimpse of natural motions and movements. Often the
graphical display is disinteresting or neglected resulting in a less than ideal presentation of
the core information and resulting exploration of biological computation. When specialized
lighting, textures and rich physically based rendering (PBR) techniques are applied in 3D
applications, the results can produce awe inspiring animations and representations of organic
processes. Applying similar techniques with game engines can produce procedural representations in real-time allowing for extension by other biological computational methods (e.g.
evolutionary design, swarm optimization, etc.) and rapid iteration. As Extended Reality
(XR) becomes more prevalent in different applications, real-time simulations with visually
engaging and accurate rendering can help users maintain contextual focus as well as enhance
narrative learning. What level of production quality can be achieved when we push both
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software and hardware to create organic real-time playback? How easily can the base geometry and PBR elements be modified? The short Unity film, Emerge, was created as a
proof of these methods attempting to demonstrate the possibilities of realistic rendering and
virtual implementations for future simulations of natural processes.

4.1.1

Related Work

3D artists have produced realistic characteristics in PBR based animations and simulations
using tools like OTOY’s Octane render engine [58]. Exploiting natural lighting, textures
and reflections, they imbue a sense of realism to their creations. The Infected Series by
David Brodeur [12] provides an example of imaginary virtual organisms rendered in this
naturalistic manner. These animations can take several hours or days to render depending
on the complexity of the scenes, the desired resolution and length. Game developers have
been implementing PBR techniques as quickly as hardware and software advances in the
Unreal and Unity engines have allowed.
Nobutaka Kitahara [43] produces artistic renderings using Reaction-Diffusion algorithms
in real-time that respond to musical beats and provide a hypnotic dance of simulated organic
patterns. Reaction-Diffusion systems can be demonstrated as a spreading phenomenon of
cellular automata and an example of excitable media. The mathematical model can simulate
several types of physical phenomena in chemistry, biology and physics. The Reaction is the
chemical transformation process and Diffusion the flow or spread of the combination when
portraying concentration changes in organic substances. Two key parameters used to affect
the output of the algorithm are the feed (F) and the kill (K) rates. By manipulating these
factors, a large variation of output can be generated.

4.1.2

Implementation

Unity was chosen as the simulation engine because of its implementation of PBR techniques
as well as an extensive plug-in base and active developer community. Additionally, Unity
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offers a timeline for enabling/disabling components and a virtual camera system called Cinemachine for creating a more cinematic result. Originally Linden-Mayer Systems (L-System)
or the iGeo Cellular Division and Growth Algorithm [69] were targeted to be the basis for
demonstrating the real-time simulation of animated growth. L-Systems proved to be challenging to setup in 3D to create a natural effect and the iGeo Java code base too complex
to easily port to C# for use in Unity in the timeframe of the project. To simplify, a base
low polygon sphere was used and manipulated via vertex code and shader adjustments to
produce intricate organic forms. Images of fungi were used as inspiration and reference for
the look and feel of how the spheres were modified and displaced.

Lighting
In Unity, the default gamma colour space, is setup to work with a single point source environment that is not only visually bland but targeted to low end and mobile processing for
the type of low resolution renders usually required in gaming. An alternative linear colour
space was used because of its consistency with colours and overall accuracy of reproduction.
Linear colour space changes as brightness in the scene increases versus the set interpolation
and gradient jumps made using the gamma model. A high dynamic range image (HDRI)
was imported as the environment map or Skybox that is projected onto a virtual sphere that
encompasses the scene. Additionally, the HDRI works as the light reference for all objects
in the scene providing a real-world light environment (i.e. the horizon, sun and other point
sources are taken from a scanned cubic image from the real world) instead of using several
virtual light sources that often result in a staged appearance.

Textures
Physically based textures were used for each 3D element of the scene. In Unity a PBR texture
includes four key layers: an albedo for colour rendition, surface roughness (e.g. reflective
properties of light as in metallic – highly reflective, or specular – little to no reflection),
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Figure 4.1: Sphere with animated Reaction-Diffusion texture and vertex modifications on a
Quixel MegaScan landscape.
normal maps for bumps that do not impact geometry and occlusion maps controlling indirect
lighting. These textures are then projected onto 3D mesh objects using UV coordinates, a
mapping of a two-dimensional image to 3D vertexes. The landscape or ground plane was
textured using a 4K high resolution real-world scan from Quixel MegaScans (Figure 4.1).
This produced details in the ground and dirt with fine granular items and colour gradations.
The spheres were textured with a combination of assets that all relied on Unity’s PBR
pipeline. To achieve translucence and sub-surface scattering (SSS), the Unity asset UBER
Standard Shader was applied. This produced subtle detail in light virtually bouncing under
the surface as it does in nature (e.g. translucent leaves on a tree or human skin), tessellation
(a closely-knit pattern) and believable surface disturbances created with normal and height
maps.
To implement the Reaction-Diffusion algorithm, Keijiro Takahashi’s RDSystem [70] Unity
package was used and the base code modified. A key feature was leveraging Unity’s Custom43

RenderTexture feature in the shader instructions so that the algorithm could be dynamically
implemented to create the new desired result. Three main features were used to control the
output: feed (F) to change how many items were on display, kill (K) to inhibit and stop the
progress of the reaction and step frame to control how fast or slow the process occurred.

Figure 4.2: Unity Timeline with MegaFier modifiers.

Animation
Tim Davison [22] suggested using Perlin noise to create mathematically procedural organic
shapes and animation. MegaFiers (Figure 4.2) was used to manipulate the vertex points
of the sphere and dynamically animate using different noise as input over time. It also
provided warping, melt and other procedural manipulation to apply effects to varying targets
on the sphere’s mesh. Once attached to the GameObject, a Unity class for representing
3D elements in a scene, the parameters were manipulated via public variables as well as
animation controllers and some triggered via a timeline for precise control over timing. Also,
objects could be easily enabled and hidden using the timeline’s ability to create separate
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layers of GameObject controllers. This is also how the Reaction-Diffusion animations were
triggered as they were initiated as soon as the GameObject was encountered.

Effects
The UBER Standard Shader plugin offered the capability of texture based dynamic rain and
snow animations controlled via virtual temperature. This allowed for condensed time-lapse
climate change effects such as the fast accumulation of snow, melting and pooling water.

Virtual Cameras
Cinemachine is a key animation extension for Unity providing the ability for multiple virtual
cameras to be created and animated in connection with a timeline. It was especially effective
to track the movement of the sphere with a camera follow parameter as well as the sweeping
camera movement and switching on the title text (Figure 4.3) to create a more dynamic
recording of the reaction-diffusion effect on the background and text. Additionally, the
virtual cameras allowed for hand-held programmatic movement creating a subtle cue of
believability as the way the camera moves and interacts with the objects in the scene appear
to be shot by human hands.

Audio
Unfortunately, Unity’s timeline audio features did not allow for fine grain adjustments of the
intended sound effects. Drifting and sync issues forced a linear alternative to maximise the
mood and production quality. A screen capture of the real-time playback was imported into
Adobe After Effects to massage audio timing and levels producing a more polished result for
final presentation. Apple’s GarageBand was used to create the soundtrack for the final title
sequence as well as for many of the sound effects. Royalty free audio was also downloaded
from SoundBible.com where an online community offers a catalog of different effects.
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Figure 4.3: Title sequence with varied Reaction-Diffusion texturing.
Post-Processing
Unity supports several post-processing effects that can be applied to real-time playback.
Some are more reliant on the speed of the CPU and GPU, but each provides its own special
nuance to the final product. Anti-aliasing is crucial in real-time rendering to hide the fact
that items are 3D simulations by smoothing pixelated jaggie edges around objects. Temporal
based anti-aliasing was used to smooth out edges and provide an integrated view of the
3D objects within their virtual environment. Depth of Field (DOF) was applied to create
bokeh background plane blurring, a cinematic naturalistic look of the camera focusing on
the subject. Colour grading punched up brown tones providing a cinematic look by boosting
contrast. Finally, a vignette was applied to darken the corners and help push the viewers
gaze to the center where the subject was located (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Various post-processing effects like DOF, vignetting and anti-aliasing used to
enhance the final look and feel.
Hardware Requirements
Rendering real-time PBR requires a high level of processing resources and dedicated workstations. The render system required a minimum Nvidia GTX 1070 GPU with 8GB of VRAM
and an Intel i7 multi-core processor or equivalent as well as 16GB of RAM for consistent
playback.

Future
Replacing the spheres with biological models like cells or fungi would provide an interesting
case study in how the effects applied work with differing organic subject matter. Modifying
the shader for the reaction-diffusion algorithm to use more than two colours as well as
gradients would also produce a closer simulation to real-world reactions.
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4.1.3

Summary

Real-time global illumination with PBR textures combined with procedural geometry and
code-based animations created the desired look and feel for the project. Perlin noise effectively displaced the base geometry creating organic movements like beats, pulses and ripples.
An effective short film was produced providing a simple narrative with a naturalistic visual
and motion layer of simulation with audio and visual effects introduced to enhance emotional reactions and believability. The addition of higher quality real-world scanned textures
and accurate de-lighting (e.g. Quixel’s real-time Rebirth in the Unreal engine) combined
with powerful hardware enhances photo realism and production quality making it harder
to discern the virtual from the natural. Producing real-time results is key to how XR apps
integrate into what we perceive as real. Exploring the possibilities in different experiences
will help to identify and validate how XR technologies can affect our perception.
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Chapter 5
Bury The Wren
5.1

An AR/VR/Carbon Reality Theatrical Experience

Click to view a video of Bury The Wren
Click to download the source code for Bury The Wren

5.1.1

Concept

Collaborating with fellow Lindsay Lab graduate student Beth Kates, we began an independent study on how XR technologies can be used in live theatrical performance in the fall
of 2018. Beth, pursuing her Master of Fine Arts in Drama, has spent 30 years in theater
production as a stage designer. She brought a wealth of experience in the professional theatrical technical space as well as being a playwright and well versed in dramatic production.
This project became the capstone of my research introducing XR into a narrative where
natural and digital objects work together to alter and play with perception. The story is the
paramount factor as virtual elements were chosen to enhance and manipulate the audience
experience. We both believe that technology should integrate into the performance and not
hinder the actor’s ability to portray a character or impede the narrative. Perception experimentation would occur by creating photogrammetric digital re-creations of the real-world
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props. We brainstormed about the type of story that would best fit some of the capabilities
and restrictions of incorporating XR technologies. AR would allow the audience to see the
actor and share in a group experience where VR would be like wearing a blindfold and more
akin to a radio play and limit or eliminate audience sharing. Ideas such as science fiction
alien encounters and more supernatural concepts were explored but ultimately rejected as
we sensed we were bending the drama to the technology too much.
Beth had previously worked
on dramatising a true Canadian
tragedy, that of the Black Donnelly’s of Ontario, on three separate theatrical projects with previous collaborators and felt that the
story of Annie Donnelly was ripe
for further exploration.

Robert

and Annie Donnelly survived the
massacre of five members of the
Donnelly family by a vigilante mob
on February 4, 1880 in Lucan,
Ontario. The circumstances surrounding the formation of the Biddulph Peace Society that became
a vigilante mob, the subsequent
trials with no convictions and the
path that Robert and Annie lived
Figure 5.1: Promotional poster for Bury The Wren.
until their deaths provided the
mystery and space for dramatic interpretation (Figure 5.1) that could make the addition
of XR elements relevant and key to telling the story in a way that had not been attempted
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before. Beth’s previous research and knowledge of the Donnelly saga uncovered important
actions Robert and Annie took after the massacre and how their lives were altered, yet historians and other narratives had always focused on the lead up to, and massacre of, the other
family members as well as only Robert’s reaction. Annie was an almost forgotten component
and several of her actions after Robert died provided Beth with the angle of Annie explaining
her story in present day from her grave.
We quickly focused on the idea of Annie’s ghost story as it opened avenues for us to
explore with the XR technologies with strong visual effects and interactions. I imagined an
AR-enhanced performance where actors interacted with the audience members using mobile
devices to discover artifacts and other visual and aural effects. As the story unraveled, AR
clues and incidents would be encountered like an augmented live Blair Witch Project, the
infamous low budget horror film of the mid 1990s. Beth’s vision was more sophisticated and
refined, offering Annie a voice to share memories and experience in an attempt to finally set
the record straight from her perspective. A few powerful facts existed as well. Curiously,
Annie had had Robert’s body exhumed and buried with her in London, Ontario, one hundred
miles away from where the massacre occurred in Lucan. There were also no mementos or
proof that Annie had existed other than one single signature on a property deed. From a
dramatic standpoint, her story was left for interpretation and would allow us to introduce
many elements real and imagined.
We both agreed Beth’s story arc giving Annie a voice was the most challenging to us and
the audience while at the same time would result in a fruitful interpretation of this unique
Canadian history. Since there was no record of Annie’s belongings, Beth imagined that
Annie had buried all her important artifacts with her. This led to us speculating what type
of objects Annie might have gathered and felt a precious connection to. We began to talk
about different objects and explore what might be more meaningful in the late 1800s than
today. After accumulating a list, Beth visited the prop shop of the University of Calgary
Drama department and I scoured my home searching for props not only for the stage but to
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be re-created digitally. Beth came up with the title, Bury The Wren, referring to a kind of
mummer’s parade in the 19th and 20th centuries on Wren Day, December 26th, where boys,
often referred to as wrenboys, would hang a wren from a long pole, dead or alive, and dress
up in costumes and masks made of straw collecting money from townspeople. This Celtic
event acts as a form of purge and the people often conceal their identities to play tricks on
each other. The wren is also viewed as a treacherous bird in Celtic mythology [81]. Another
colleague and Lindsay Lab member, PhD candidate Tim Davison [22], suggested the Vive
Tracker as an option for providing sub-millimeter accuracy to be able to place a virtual object
in a participant’s or actor’s hands. This allowed us to connect the actor’s natural, organic
motion to a virtual object that only the participant would see. The concept of interacting
with digitally recreated physical props in the performance was appealing to experiment with
for audience reaction as well as playing with the perception of the natural and virtual.
After discussion with our instructor and supervisor, Christian Jacob, the importance of the
research component pushed us to seek ethics approval so we could use the performance as
a data gathering mechanism and target areas for both our research. With the objects we
collected, we engaged a professional actor, Val Planche, to help with creation of the narrative
flow and other details of the performance.

5.1.2

Dramaturgy

What is dramaturgy? In simple terms it’s a process of working out the nuances of the story
on stage combining narrative ideas with the director’s and actor’s intentions and vision. It’s
a bit like writing from small portions of character and story interaction as the play is brought
to life and making judgments on how the key points are being presented. Bury The Wren did
not start as a formal written three act stage play. The idea of Annie appearing in her grave
with her mementos (objects) and discussing her past as a form of self-therapy was complete
but the story arc of how we were going to get from beginning to middle to end was yet to be
determined. We had decided to use VR, AR and CR (Carbon Reality - Beth’s term coined
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Figure 5.2: Still from theatrical performance of Bury The Wren, in the Doolittle Theatre,
during the Alchemy Festival, University of Calgary 2019
for the natural, carbon-based real) in three equal parts in an approximately fifteen-minute
timeframe for one participant at a time. This timing was flexible as it was unclear how long
the participant could tolerate the VR/AR experience (i.e. motion sickness, claustrophobia,
etc.) as well as possible discomfort from the lenses and weight of the HMD. With this basic
structure in place, Beth and Val worked on Annie’s back story, researching the events before
the massacre (e.g. Annie and Robert’s courtship and marriage, Robert’s imprisonment, the
massacre (e.g. the deaths and fire, their fortune of not being at the Donnelly house, their
actual whereabouts) and aftermath (e.g. Robert’s obsessions, adoption of their murdered
brother’s son, Robert’s re-acquisition of the family’s land, Robert being committed to an
insane asylum, Robert’s death). These events became story hooks and anchors for explaining
why Annie was now communicating with the participant. Around 100 years had passed since
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Annie’s death in 1919 providing us with the flexibility of casting Annie at different ages or
any age that made sense to the narrative. Val Planche is a seasoned actor in her sixties as
we preferred someone her age and with her level of experience in improv to help establish the
characters identity (Figure 5.2). Again, with no record of Annie and no existing photographs
we had latitude to mold the character and the story for maximum dramatic effect.
Over a period of twelve hours the story and character were improvised and ‘workshopped’,
a drama term referring to the process of exploring and refining the narrative and characters
by running various scenarios until a base of scenes and dialog are achieved. Many happy
accidents occurred as the various objects were integrated. A book, bones, scarf, apple, clock,
candelabra, stool, teapot and picture frame were introduced and interlaced into the story,
each with its own significance. The book was a collection of William B. Yeats poems with
one about death unknowingly discovered by happenstance, the book opened to the page,
that helped setup the opening scene. This also led to the blocking, or positioning of the
actor on stage, circling the participant while they were in VR wearing the HMD as the poem
was read. The picture frame was used to place a false image of a wedding picture of the
happy couple. The teapot became a vehicle for describing happier times like the wedding,
Annie’s wedding dress and Robert’s eyes. The candelabra became a harbinger of fire and
dark times. The stool acted as an anchor for a recounting of the massacre from Annie’s
perspective. The clock a symbol of the enduring movement of time and events. Some of the
objects only existed as natural elements but the majority were presented as digital objects
in VR as well. Most objects were also tracked and handled by the actor and participant
during the play.

5.1.3

Technologies

Several XR technologies were initially assessed for implementation of the story. Once the
suitability of the Vive Trackers was confirmed, the Vive Pro HMD and SteamVR system was
chosen as the primary delivery mechanism for the participant [78]. A marker based optical
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tracking system for VR, SteamVR requires at least two base stations, called lighthouses, that
are placed around the physical area to help with locating the HMD as well as the trackers
and controllers in 3D space. Each lighthouse contains several elements, but the key is the
LED lights and two rotating lasers that immerse the space in pulsing non-visible light sixty
times a second [15]. Photo-sensors on the HMD, controllers and trackers detect the light
emissions from the lighthouses and then calculations of where and when these events occur
determine the position of the devices in the 3D space.
Lighthouse is an appropriate name for these beacons that emit light, though not visible
to the naked eye. By themselves they are independent and don’t play a role in the 3D
calculations, yet act as an anchor source for determining room-scale positioning and orientation in combination with the photo-sensors. Since these light scans or sweeps come from
two separate units, they can cover a wide area ranging up to five by five meters. However,
line of sight is an issue as objects or individuals passing in front of the light sources can
disrupt or block their reception causing drifting of 3D elements or a complete loss of tracking. The lighthouses are usually placed above the average height of users (approximately
eight feet or higher, pointing downwards at a twenty-degree angle) secured to walls or atop
tripods as movement of the beacons can also introduce unwanted interference. Additionally,
Bluetooth wireless connectivity can act as a buffer for when interference or occlusion occurs
maintaining a relative position of the physical element with respect to the 3D space. This
became important as our plan for the actor to move in the same space as the XR participant
was going to inadvertently create light interference and disruption. Not only the optimal
placement of the lighthouses but the heights of the actor and participant were considerations
and variables during each performance. Additionally, the stage lighting would need to be
tested as an element of potential interference. Our intention was for dramatic, high-contrast
lighting that is often used in theatrical staging to provide a setting and mood appropriate
for the context of the narrative. Initial proofs demonstrated the robustness of the SteamVR
system and its ability to work in varying extreme stage light conditions combined with the
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sweeps of the lighthouses.
One of the constraints that most VR systems suffer from is the requirement to tether the
HMD directly to a powerful personal computer (PC) workstation with a modern multi-core
central processing unit (CPU) and VR capable graphics processing unit (GPU). Considering
that VR is currently an immature technology, many shortcuts are taken when realizing
the 3D world. Always rendering the entire 3D sphere and content surrounding the user as
well as objects that are occluded from their view (i.e. objects that are behind or out of
the users’ field of view) can create playback issues and limit some types of effects that PC
games contain. Movement of the participant in the 3D VR space is controlled by their own
interaction. Quick turns or spins must be considered and providing level of detail (LOD)
rendering that is leveraged in gaming to reduce load and increase performance has not been
efficiently integrated yet. Providing photo-realistic rendering of objects also requires larger
texture maps as well as increased real-time anti-aliasing amounts to maintain smooth edges.
These are reliant on the CPU and GPU as real-time rendering of 3D elements is a mixture
of physics, mathematics and virtual light transformation. Mobile wireless VR headsets were
available, but their all-in-one chipset (e.g. CPU plus GPU combined) approach reduced
the possibilities as visual post-processing effects, resolution per eye and polygon counts for
3D models were greatly limited. Fortunately, Vive announced a high bandwidth wireless
extension (Vive Pro Wireless Adapter) based on Intel’s Wireless Gigabit (802.11ad 60 GHz
7 gbps - Intel WiGig) technology for their Pro HMD part way through our development.
The setup required the installation of a PCIe adapter card connected to a 60GHz broadcast
element that, like the SteamVR lighthouses, also required line-of-sight connectivity but this
time to a single T-shaped antenna that attached to the HMD on top of the participants head
(Figure 5.3). This required several proof of concept test of where to situate the broadcast
element as it only had a two-meter coaxial connection from the adapter card. This resulted
in placing the PC workstation near the broadcast element setup in a similar manner to the
lighthouses (i.e. eight feet, pointing 20 degrees downward). The broadcast was also limited
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Figure 5.3: Still from theatrical performance of Bury The Wren, in the Doolittle Theatre,
during the Alchemy Festival, University of Calgary 2019
to a 6-meter semi-circular arc, another consideration for placement on top of the line-ofsight requirement. In initial testing with a high data VR application, Google Earth VR,
the system did not show any degradation of signal nor hiccups in data delivery and proved
to be a stellar component removing the need to tether and adding to the freedom from the
workstation we sought for the participant. Wearing the HMD for limited periods of time
(our goal was a fifteen-minute maximum performance) did not cause any undue discomfort
as the antenna added only 159 grams to the overall weight. The antenna did require its own
discrete power supply, an HTC power bank delivering 10,050 mAh (HTC Power Bank). This
power source was connected to the HMD via a USB-C to USB-A connection and secured
to the participant via a clip for a belt or placed in a pocket. Powering both the HMD and
the antenna the battery lasts approximately 3 hours and recharges at about a one to two
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ratio (i.e. 6 hours for a full recharge). Two batteries were cycled during the performance to
ensure that failure of the headset during operation was mitigated.
Explorations with other AR technologies such as Apple’s iOS ARKit on mobile devices
as well as Microsoft’s HoloLens were intriguing but lacked full environmental engagement.
The need for either manipulating the device in the user’s hands or holographic washed out
imagery viewed through a small FOV proved to be unyielding detractors. The Vive Pro
HMD also offered AR in the form of video passthrough. Introduced as a beta SDK, the
video quality was poor as the two front facing cameras were only capable of 640 x 480
resolution per each eye providing grainy security camera quality at best. Latency was also
significant running in the 500 ms range. Combined with extreme wide-angle lenses, the Vive
Pro’s AR was more of a novelty out of the box than a substantially useful feature. However,
after several tests and building a prototype, it was decided that the technical limitations
could be leveraged for effect and integrated as a story element by applying shaders to the
live video stream as well as the use of post processing effects like bloom and contrast.

5.1.4

Implementation

Once again, the Unity game engine was selected for development. Partly chosen for familiarity but also because of the requirement for the beta Vive AR passthrough Unity only
implementation, Unity provided a streamlined way to compile the disparate 3D elements
and create a production ready theatrical control board for all the virtual elements of the
performance. Initial development consisted of approaching the complexity of the project in
a structured and logical manner targeting unknown features in isolation and building out
proof after proof to uncover the limitations and intricacies of the underlying technology. VR
elements were sorted from AR, off the shelf 3D elements found and proprietary creation
determined while developing a structured path for playback on the Vive Pro HMD.
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Figure 5.4: General workflow for virtual object creation and display in XR
Photogrammetry
The physical objects were chosen before the dramaturgy process for their aesthetic value,
period appropriateness and logistical size considerations. Photogrammetry proofs were initiated early in the project to validate its capabilities for object creation as well as the quality
of its realistic results (Figure 5.4). Simple testing was done with a small object, a plastic
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Cylon radio from the 1970s, as its details and wear as well as mono colour tone seemed to be
suitable for assessing several factors like photography quality, number of images to use, how
to capture small details, and which photogrammetry software was best suited for the results
we wanted to achieve. Thirty-six images were captured using a Canon T5i Rebel DSLR in
RAW format on a cloudy day in October 2018 circling the Cylon to take shots from two
angles as well as close-ups for detail processing. The object itself was not moved and the time
of day, an early afternoon, and location with diffuse northern light and a textured concrete
patio, were chosen to flat light the subject and minimize shadows. Three photogrammetry

Figure 5.5: Reality Capture interface.
software packages were selected for processing the test images and comparing the results.
Meshroom by AliceVision, Photoscan by Agisoft and RealityCapture by Capturing Reality
each have their strengths and weaknesses: Meshroom is open-source and free to use yet slow
in processing, Photoscan is reliable, on the slow side and expensive to license, RealityCapture is fast and reasonably priced yet not well documented. After several test runs with
each software suite tweaking parameters and discovering what effected point cloud accuracy
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and texture quality the most, RealityCapture became the clear choice (Figure 5.5). Even
on the small sample of images tested, RealityCapture produced an effective replication of
the photographed object with geometry clean-up and texture tweaking required but most of
the mesh generated and small details retained. Photogrammetry software works by virtually
replicating the positions of the camera from each photograph angle taken, re-projecting each
image from those disparate camera positions and then constructing a three-dimensional recreation of the object from all the overlapping image and position information combined. In
order to create the most detailed reproductions in 3D, once the camera positions are defined
by aligning the images around the object that was photographed, a dense point cloud is created describing the object in X, Y and Z coordinate space. The point cloud is then referenced
to create a high-density polygonal mesh and depending on the level of detail usually runs
in the five to ten million polygon count. Factors like shadows, contrast and easily definable
features impact the quality of the point cloud and mesh generation as well as the number
of photographs used to align the resulting virtual camera array. More images don’t always
result in a more accurate or better photogrammetry scan. Often the overlap of the images
combined with differing angles of capture have the most to do with creating a reasonable
to exceptional recreation in 3D. Using more images also increases the amount of processing
required, a large consideration in the software chosen, as depending on its algorithm minutes of calculation can easily turn into multiple hours every time a parameter needs to be
modified.
The type of physical characteristics of objects to be scanned using photogrammetry is
also an important consideration. Each of the five objects we chose to scan had their own
issues and as naı̈ve photogrammetric processors, many mistakes were made that led to incomplete mesh generation and a lack of detail in parts of the geometry requiring a considerable
amount of manual adjustments in other 3D modelling and texturing applications. Surveying
photogrammetry documentation and tutorials often the physical traits of the type of object
to be scanned is neglected or assumed. Considering the importance in the process, it should
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be highlighted as a crucial factor in choosing objects to scan. Detailing the process for each
of our five objects will hopefully shed light on some of the most common issues as well as
the type of post scan intervention required to create the highest quality and most realistic
3D simulations if that is the intended goal.

Stool
A small stool was found in the prop shop and we decided to use it as the ‘guinea pig’ object for
our photogrammetric tests. Lighting, resolution and focus are generally the most important
factors when photographing an object for photogrammetric processing. First, we chose to
shoot on a green screen to isolate the object from its background. There are known challenges
when shooting on a green screen as the lighting needs to be flat and the use of post-processing
software is crucial to attaining a clean matte. We setup in the University of Calgary Art
photo studio with five lights of varying capability and placed the stool on a rotating platform
(an old art stool that had a spinning seat) and shot the object from 3 different angles: high
angled downwards, middle straight on, and low angled up. A Sony A7 mirrorless digital
camera was used at 8K resolution using the RAW image format. The RAW image format is
preferred due to its ‘digital negative’ capabilities where over or underexposed areas as well
as noise and colour correction can be easily modified and transformed. Overlapping images
by 30 percent or more is desirable, so each 360-degree rotation of the object resulted in
approximately 70 images. Close-up detail shots were also taken at varying perspectives and
angles bringing the total image count to 275 images. The resulting images were spot checked
using Adobe Photoshop on a MacBook Pro to ensure that the quality and potential visual
issues were mitigated during the shoot.
The first challenge was encountered when attempting to import the RAW images into
Adobe After Effects, our chosen matte removal application. After Effects does not natively
handle the RAW format as a sequence of images so each image was batched processed using
Adobe Camera RAW and exported as PNGs to create a compressed yet lossless image.
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Unfortunately, 8K images require substantial computer resources especially when processing
a sequence and the resulting After Effects import brought the Windows workstation to a
crawl. A gaming system with 64GB of RAM, dual GTX 1070 Nvidia GPUs and a multi-core
Intel i7 CPU was no match for the 8K image sequence due partly to the lack of multi-core or
GPU support in After Effects. Alternatively, a program such as Black Magic Design’s Davinci
Resolve that supports GPU acceleration could have been used but the lack of familiarity and
knowledge of its key abilities was a barrier. To mitigate performance issues and make the
processing a more reasonable effort, the images were down scaled to a 4K resolution using
automated batching in Adobe Photoshop. The resulting 4K image sequence was now easily
handled in After Effects, however, the keying was not clean and resulted in unwanted haloing
and edge degradation in the mattes. When imported into Reality Capture the resulting point
clouds and image generation was poor creating non-existent elements and rough surfaces that
did not match the original object. The second test shoot took these learnings and in the photo
studio we chose a white backdrop lit in a flat manner to reduce shadows at 4K resolution
in RAW format. Upon pre-processing in Adobe Photoshop and photogrammetric Reality
Capture creation the resulting object and texture map were acceptable with extraneous mesh
appearing at the stool’s feet where it contacted the board and where normal shadowing
occurred. Shooting with the Sony A7 proved to be a two-person operation as turning the
object and pressing the camera shutter became tedious and time consuming for one operator.
The iPhone X was substituted using a Bluetooth remote shutter release in addition to the
Moment app that allowed for the manual setting of white balance, shutter speed and saving
in RAW format all things the Sony A7 featured natively. The production shoot was set
for the week prior to Christmas 2018 and unfortunately the photo studio was undergoing
upgrades and was not accessible. Out of necessity, my graduate art studio became the best
option lacking a backdrop as well as professional lights. Using white walls as the background
and one large 4” x 8” white board for bounce and fill light, the overhead fluorescent lighting
provided flat illumination and another set of images was captured and tested. Each image
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Figure 5.6: Initial processing of stool images in Reality Capture producing shadow artifacts
on the feet.
was overexposed by a half stop and the white balance set to correct for the cast of the
fluorescent lighting. The noise reduction in Adobe Camera Raw was pushed to its maximum
showing no visible blurring or deterioration and subjective colour correction applied to match
the fabric and wood of the stool.
The resulting object mesh and texture map output from Reality Capture was surprisingly
sharp, detailed and contained similar mesh issues on the stool feet due to shadows (Figure
5.6). An OBJ file as well as texture map were exported from Reality Capture. The OBJ file
was opened in Cinema 4D where the extraneous mesh was trimmed and holes in the bottom of
the stool’s feet were closed using mesh welding tools. Cinema 4D features a polygon reduction
tool that automatically decimates a mesh, in this case in the 5 million polygon range, to 126
thousand while maintaining the UV mapping. To see the effects of the decimation, OTOY’s
glsOctane real-time render engine was used while the polygon reduction tool’s percent was
modified ranging from 90 to 99 percent. Satisfied with the level of detail retained and the
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mesh clean-up, the updated OBJ file and texture map were opened in Substance Painter,
a texture baking application by Allegorithmic (now Adobe) that has many Photoshop-like
features (e.g. layers, effects, alpha channel, etc.) for painting directly on a 3D mesh and
existing UV texture while retaining the original UV coordinates. The only areas requiring
attention were the bottom feet of the stool since they were newly created in Cinema 4D and
part of the underneath fabric that did not get properly captured photographically. A dark
layer was painted on each foot as well as some random texture to create a more naturalistic
look of use and wear. The Reality Capture process does not produce a texture map with
commonly used PBR components. Substance Painter can export or ‘bake’ the different PBR
maps that the Unity game engine requires. Baking refers to the image rendering of different
PBR maps that may have been produced from procedural processes and are now ‘baked’
or locked in appearance and resolution. However, when the texture map is initially created
using Reality Capture it lacks the subtle depth information such as small bumps or details
that are best handled in a texture normal map versus mesh displacement that is resource
intensive and a large consideration when performance tuning an XR application.
I also experimented with the open source application xNormal to bake different PBR
maps from the source texture, but the results were negligible. A problem with photogrammetry assets is that they often retain lighting information like shadows and saturated colours
that were present during the original photographic capture. Removing this type of information from the texture map is not currently done by the photogrammetry software and is
referred to as ‘de-lighting’ the texture. Unity offers a simple de-lighting tool that requires a
four-image set of PBR maps. Once de-lit, the object and its texture maps will react properly to the new lighting in the game engine. Light that comes from different sources such as
point, spotlight or HDR will produce accurate shadowing and luminosity when de-lit. Unfortunately, the tool is in beta and suffers from several inconsistencies achieving poor results
with photogrammetric objects. Wanting to share the ongoing results of the object scans
with Beth, I used Sketchfab to upload the OBJ file and texture maps. It produces excellent
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in browser renderings using WebGL to allow the viewer to manipulate the 3D object by
zooming and rotating. I created a test on another workstation in our lab and downloaded
the Sketchfab files and to my delight when I imported them into Unity, they appeared properly de-lit. This happy accident proved to be a great work around for the poor results of
the Unity delighting tool producing exceptional texture fidelity. Although not an advertised
feature of Sketchfab, their texture processing worked as an integral in between step to Unity
integration.

Figure 5.7: Candelabra missing geometry after processing in Reality Capture.

Candelabra
Ironically, the stool turned out to be the most straightforward object to capture with photogrammetry. It’s visible fabric and wood grain textures are excellent candidates for the
algorithms used in the software because of their repetitive patterns and high contrast. Metallic and other reflective surfaces are the hardest to recreate using photogrammetry. A heavy
silver candelabra was the next object to process and, although tarnished, it proved the diffi66

culties of scanning an ornate metal prop. A similar number of photos were taken using the
identical setup as the stool. Upon processing the alignment in the Reality Capture software,
the number of useful images declined drastically resulting in less data and overlap for virtual
camera creation and alignment. The resulting point cloud was missing substantial areas of
the middle post attached to the base as well as thinner decorative details in each of the four
arms that spread out from the center. After creating the mesh, the object looked like it had
been in a fire that melded some portions together (Figure 5.7). The texture map was also
a complication as the metallic reflective surface created a dark projection merging subtle
details from several angles and further distorting the object’s profile. As with the stool,
extraneous geometry was removed using Cinema 4D but an additional shape needed to be
modeled to create the missing post. This was relatively simple as the post was conical shaped
and could be easily created, sized and placed to match the existing UVs of the texture map.
The four arms were not as quickly repaired so the object was opened in Pixologic ZBrush,
a 3D sculpting tool, to perform more free hand mesh modifications. ZBrush is a powerful 3D
application as it provides the ability to modify mesh at high resolutions allowing for extreme
detail when digitally sculpting. However, it is not a straightforward or standard interface
and requires time to learn and discover some of the most basic actions. Considering that
extreme detail was going to be eroded as the mesh was decimated (simplified) for VR, the
sculpting consisted of using reference photos to restore the general shapes and accents or the
arms. In art as in life often the constraints of the material or the skill of the artist directs the
result to one different than originally thought. The candelabra became a key object in the
scope of the story and its representation as a pristine artifact was not necessarily required. It
became clear that the 3D recreation was not going to be as imagined so its mottled mesh and
fire like tarnished finish became a feature of its VR representation. A technique used to help
with the photogrammetric capture process of reflective objects is to spray them with a matte
chalk or non-damaging paint-like material to make it easier to process the geometry and then
apply a PBR material that matches the original (i.e. in this case, a metallic silver). This
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is an interesting approach when considering how we perceive the original object compared
to the virtual re-creation and similarly the use of an inaccurate texture map and scan also
provided a mechanism to challenge our perception. We opted to accept our happy accident
instead of pursuing the matte capture technique.

Picture Frame
Since the metallic nature of the candelabra caused unforeseen issues with the intended goal
of the photogrammetric scan, we decided to process the silver picture frame next. The
frame was made of plastic with a faux silver finish as well as fake diamonds placed at
intervals fitting the style of the turn-of-the-century period props. It also had several holes
in the ornate frame border, far from a simple rectangular object. Upon aligning images
and reviewing the point cloud, there were very few useful cameras created from the existing
images. The Reality Capture software does allow for manipulating and tweaking settings

Figure 5.8: Frame objects combined with photo plane and rendered using Sketchfab.
depending on the unique nature of each object scan and through much trial and error I was
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able to create a separate front and back mesh with their own UVs and texture maps.
The setting that had the most effect was the sensitivity when aligning images and creating
the virtual cameras for the point cloud. Set to ‘high’ the front object could be created and
set to ‘ultra’ the back. Reality Capture does provide manual tools called anchors to help
register scan area overlap as well as give the software guidance when aligning images, but this
process continually failed, and I was not able to achieve a reliable solution. With two halves
of the object successfully created, they were cleaned and trimmed separately in Cinema 4D.
The many intricate holes of the ornate border required careful manual deletion of polygons
and was abandoned due to time constraints and quality issues. Combining the two objects
together required more manual deletion and melding of polygons. The stand was re-created
in Cinema 4D and textured with a custom material to match the texture map from the
scan. The photo was also added in post-scan using a plane and placing it over the front
frame mesh (Figure 5.8). Unlike the previous objects, the frame consisted of four separate
meshes on different layers in Cinema 4D. This proved to be a problem when importing into
Sketchfab and re-applying the textures for delighting. The standard OBJ format combined
the meshes into a single mesh when interpreted by Sketchfab so only one texture map could
be applied. This led to research and testing on how to combine texture maps and recalculate
UVs but none of the solutions proved reliable or easily attained. During this research, I
stumbled upon the different capabilities that 3D file formats had and what they sacrificed
to share their data with other applications. I proceeded to export the file from Cinema 4D
into different formats and found that 3DS (3D Studio Max) maintained the layers and UVs
separately and it was one of forty formats Sketchfab supported. The 3DS format is also
supported in Unity making the production pipeline as simple as OBJ.

Teapot
The teapot object was the simplest shape to recreate but it also offered a challenge with its
smoothness and spout. The alignment of the images was accurate and point cloud creation
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Figure 5.9: Teapot photogrammetry scan using Reality Capture.
yielded 95% of the object intact (Figure 5.9). However, the spout had aberrations and the
bottom needed to be re-constructed from scratch. ZBrush was used to correct the spout
anomalies as well as re-topologize the mesh for high density sculpting and low-resolution export. A unique capability of the ZBrush software is that it can create high density mesh only
where the sculpt occurs to ensure detailed adjustments or additions. Also, its re-topologizing
features produce accurate results using the original mesh as reference and creating a new UV
set that matches the original texture map. Cinema 4D was the best choice to create the new
base using a simple circular plane and then beveling its edges to match the contours of the
teapot. Instead of using multiple objects and textures the original and new base mesh were
connected and used the original texture map created from Reality Capture. To optimise
VR objects, if possible, it is best to keep the number of meshes and textures required to a
minimum to avoid unnecessary draw calls from the overtaxed CPU and GPU.
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Figure 5.10: Clock photogrammetry scan using Reality Capture rendered in Sketchfab.
Clock
Finally, a clock was scanned and presented an opportunity to use all the learnings of the
previous objects. The clock has a strong wood grain texture but also has a convex brass and
glass door over the face as well as intricate hour and minute hands. The photogrammetry
scan lost the glass door and made some interesting errors in rendering the hands as well as
the Roman numerals on the clock face (Figure 5.10). The small wooden spindle feet were
also mostly lost and would need to be re-created. Since the texture map is a projection
of imagery on to the surface of the 3D mesh, certain details and elements of the structure
can be smoothed or lack detail in comparison to the actual object. ZBrush was used to
smooth out areas that were scanned inaccurately like the hands and face. If viewed close-up
the melding of areas on the face and lack of mesh detail of the hands are apparent and do
not hold up to scrutiny. However, this lent itself to once again challenge the participant
to compare to the real object if they noticed. The missing glass, globular hands and brass
handle on the back were all items that at first glance could pass for suitable re-creations but
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upon study fail because of their lack of detail and structure. The clock was also the only scan
where the object was turned over and the underneath was photographed as early information
cited that the object should not be shot in this manner. As the image alignment in Reality
Capture placed virtual cameras in three-dimensional space around the object to create it,
this became a discovery that could have been applied to each object and avoided some of
the modeling and texture painting required for the stool and the teapot. Creating the lathed
dowel feet was a simple procedure in Cinema 4D using a spline to act as the profile and lathe
functionality to spin the mesh in a three-hundred-and-sixty-degree rotation. A matching
wood texture was added by creating a material in Cinema 4D and applying a secondary
texture image.
The estimation for object scanning using photogrammetry was eight hours for photography and approximately two to three hours per each object for processing. In the end, the
objects were completed after two weeks of processing, cleaning and re-topology. This proved
to be a much more difficult aspect of the VR component than anticipated but the techniques
and use of multiple programs provided a deeper understanding of the complexity that PBR
representation of 3D objects currently requires. In the future, advancements in machine
learning will speed up the process and pull from a large reference of real-world objects as
the demand for replicating and placing these objects in 3D and XR applications increases.
AR and VR visual fidelity continues to increase and the demand for higher quality object
scans will grow focusing more resources on how to simplify and streamline the process of
photogrammetry. Real-time processing of objects in an XR environment will also enable
unique interactions and special effects as virtual and natural items are blended.

VR
In any play the setting is an important part of the story. We decided that Annie should
tell her story from the inside of her grave plot. Not a coffin inducing claustrophobia, but
discomfort created by being in a confined space. Placing four walls, a floor and a ceiling in
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VR is readily accomplished and rendered. The visual cue of a plane in close proximity to
one’s head (i.e. within a foot or two) in VR triggers the same response as a low ceiling in
reality. We automatically duck, squat or bend down to avoid bumping your head. This effect
was immediate and achieved with a simple default gray material, but we wanted to a use
scanned imagery to produce a solid, muddy effect with some roots weaving their way through
the soil (Figure 5.11). Quixel Megascans, a Swedish company that produces high resolution

Figure 5.11: Ground texture created in Quixel Mixer by modifying procedural parameters
and blending adjustments. Mud, roots and gravel textures were combined.
PBR texture maps from scans of real-world locations, provides educational institutions with
a 60 GB library of assorted textures. They also gave us access to their beta of Quixel Mixer
[61], a software package that allows for the layering and manipulation of different textures
and elements to generate new PBR combinations. We mixed three textures, soil, rocky mud
and roots and were able to adjust their individual displacement as well as other parameters
like shading, colour and blend percentage. This gave us precise control of the final texture
output look and feel and once applied to the grave box created a distinct underground
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environment. Once again, our colleague Tim Davison [22] provided important feedback and
suggested we add some displacement to the box mesh to enhance the true 3D depth and
provide the shelving that occurs when a hole is dug with defined planar edges. The Unity
plug-in MegaFiers [49] again allowed for procedural manipulation of each mesh plane by
applying a ripple algorithm as well as noise-based randomness. This generated the shelving
Tim had described and added subtle visual evidence of differing layers of sediment to the
grave environment. Lighting was more of an issue. The objects needed to be lit separately
as they were manually manipulated by the actor, and we always wanted them visible but
in a closed grave where does the light come from? The grave environment required sparse
lighting to indicate its underground nature as well as visibility to the participant. Traditional
theatrical lighting approaches called for many directional lights but this caused visual glitches
when interacting with other 3D objects and their lights. In the end we settled on an ambient
environment light to control overall exposure of the grave and not overtly interfere with the
other objects lighting but work as an additive force.
Production for the VR components was not limited to photogrammetry. Some objects
were purchased or freely downloaded. We could not easily find a book the age that Annie
reads from that was free from standard library markings. A free book model created by the
artist S.V.G. (https://www.turbosquid.com/3d-models/free-obj-model-old-book/896206) with
a nicely detailed normal map was selected and modified for the Unity environment. A 3DS
model, its texture was combined with the normal map and needed to be manually separated
using Adobe Photoshop for use with Unity. The book was then animated slowly spinning in
space with a dramatic top down lighting setup. Once Annie had finished reading the poem
the book was to drop to the floor landing with a thud. Traditionally, key frame animation
would be used to produce this effect but the physics engine in Unity provided another opportunity to duplicate real-world properties for our virtual simulation. Rotating the book was
done by applying torque to the object as well as low gravity to maintain its position floating
above the ground plane. When triggered to fall, the objects gravity was increased to normal,
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and the torque removed. Unlike the real-world, a ground plane needs to be positioned and
collider physics applied to both objects for the physics to occur. This resulted in a realistic
collision and, upon gravity tweaking, tumbling of the book once it hit the floor. Audio of a
dull thud was added to complete the illusion.

Figure 5.12: Flaming candelabra shader effect in VR.
Several items were placed in the grave environment that would not be tracked or handled
by the actor or participant. A photogrammetric apple was downloaded from 3D artist Oliver
Harries and placed in a corner behind the participant. 3D bones were purchased and a pile
setup just behind the peripheral view of the participant. These items were part of the real
stage props as well but were not intended to distract or be a large part of the virtual narrative.
If the participant explored the space, which they were free to do yet not encouraged by the
actor or our pre-performance communication, they could discover these artifacts.
A couple of visual and audio effects were employed in the VR, but our intent was never
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to overwhelm the participant with overt manipulation. We wanted the candelabra to be a
specter bursting into flames in reference to the massacre and the burning of the Donnelly
home after the five family members were murdered. Initially, a particle system was explored
for the flame effect, but it had several impediments to its believability and effectiveness.
The particle system in Unity uses a billboard implementation that displays flat 2D images
as particles that are forced to face the camera after they emanate from their initial source
location. This illusion works well until the perspective is changed to look down on the
object and the illusion is broken because there is no true 3D volume created. Forcing the
particles to emanate from the mesh was too processor intensive and yielded particles that
were regimented to the geometry and its normals. Several attempts to manipulate the
particles and adjust parameters resulted in disappointing results. The effect that we were
searching for was a smoldering candelabra and following some intense research I found a
shader that was used on a zombie skeleton that theoretically could work (Figure 5.12). The
shader was easily applied to the candelabra objects and produced a molten effect on the
mesh as well as procedural flames. It also offered a dripping molten feature that sparked
and flamed when it collided with the floor. Producing this fiery effect using a shader allowed
for the animations to wrap around the candelabra geometry and small flames to correctly
react to physics when the object was rotated.
Unity does not default to high visual fidelity when a project is started. There are several
areas that must be tweaked in order to create a refined look and feel and make the 3D
assets achieve a desirable HDR result. A key effect to turn on and adjust is anti-aliasing.
This removes what is commonly known as the ‘jaggies’ or sub-pixel staggering that produce
unappealing edges in digital imagery. Depending on the type of anti-aliasing applied, subsample amounts can affect the quality of the result as well as the performance of the computer
system as this can be a computationally intensive calculation. Unity uses post-processing to
apply and control anti-aliasing in the render pipeline. Temporal anti-aliasing was applied,
and parameters adjusted to produce a balance between the desired effect and performance
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impact. This immediately changes the production quality of the 3D imagery and adds visual
nuance and polish especially when seeking to simulate the natural. Other post processing
effects were also applied. Color grading impacts the visual mood of imagery and is applied
to all film and TV content. We applied an ACES (Academy Colour Encoding System)
[63] setting to produce a cinematic tone as it pops the highlights and darkens the shadows
producing a more intense overall image.
SteamVR by Valve is the software used to position the Vive Pro HMD, controllers and
trackers in 3D space using optical tracking and photovoltaic sensors combined with laser
sweeps from external lighthouses. Unity uses packages to extend the functionality of the
game engine and often to work with external software. SteamVR Unity packages have
been developed by Valve for different versions of Unity providing access to new features
as they become available. For the wireless Vive Pro HMD to connect to the workstation,
first Wi-Gig software by Vive needs to be running to establish the signal and connection.
SteamVR is then started and the HMD, lighthouses and any other tracked devices like
controllers or trackers register with the system upon power up. The order of connecting
and registering the Vive Pro system became an important part of the process and often
resulted in anomalies and errors if not done in a regimented way (Appendix A – Hack to
SteamVR Tracker with No Controllers). Finally, Unity could be started, the project launched
and development or play back could occur. This fragile ecosystem often threw unexpected
and non-reproducible errors. Restarting of the software or rebooting of the workstation
usually reset the environment, but there were incidents (e.g. SteamVR updates, Unity
updates) where further intervention was required. Establishing a locked down development
environment and stabilized playback were often out of our control as for more straight
forward consumer use the updates for SteamVR were automatic. Once the initial proofs were
completed in a VR Unity scene, including object tracking, switching and position control,
the transition to an augmented reality (AR) scene needed to be built and integrated.
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AR
One of the features that the Vive Pro offers is AR video passthrough. Vive created a beta
SDK to access the two forward facing cameras on the front of the Pro headset. Technical
specs were not provided so we tested their functionality with consideration for resolution
and latency, two key factors for our use. The video passthrough was very stable in Unity
producing stereoscopic streaming video to both eyes in the headset. Resolution was very
low, later discovered to be 640 x 480 pixels compared to the headsets 2K resolution per
eye displays. This created security camera like video footage (i.e. very grainy and blocky).
Latency was approximately 400 milliseconds creating considerable delay when compared
to known objects, for instance, moving your hands and arms in the field of view. The
cameras also produced a distorted wide-angle view, approximately an 18 mm wide angle
lens. The streams could be altered in real-time within Unity as they acted as video textures.
A shader, usually used to manipulate the textures in 3D applications, could be applied to
create a distinct look and feel ranging from simple colourisation to contrast and blurring of
the imagery. Considering all these factors, we decided that we could leverage some of the
limitations to create a photographic effect of the era by attempting to replicate some of the
features of a daguerreotype photograph. Daguerreotypes were heavily chemically processed
and required subjects to hold poses for long exposures often resulting in edge blurring,
highlight washout and extreme contrast of black and white. A reference image was selected,
and a shader modified to match the colour tones. The shader allowed for RGB adjustment,
but the edges and overall aesthetic still required manipulation. Post-processing was added
to create a vignette of the frame edges, over exposure of the highlights and a bleed of the
bright to dark areas called bloom. The result was an ethereal image that we felt would work
as a strong transition from the purely digital VR grave to an in between space where the
actor was visible on the stage but still mediated by digital processing (Figure 5.13).
Unfortunately, an update to SteamVR resulted in loss of the video passthrough camera
functionality. At first it was assumed something in the code or shader modification to produce
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Figure 5.13: Still from theatrical performance of Bury The Wren, AR video passthrough
with shader applied to simulate a daguerreotype photo effect. Doolittle Theatre, during the
Alchemy Festival, University of Calgary 2019
the effect on the video stream was at fault. Many days were spent troubleshooting until it
was discovered that a SteamVR JSON configuration file was missing a critical parameter
for the video camera to register with the SteamVR software. When originally setting up
the AR proofs, a group of config files needed to be manually deleted so that the SteamVR
would re-create them. Although not linked, the idea that config files may be causing the
new issue led to a Linux Vive forum where a similar issue was encountered. The fix was
the manual addition of a camera parameter to the config file making the video cameras once
again available to SteamVR and thus the Unity engine.
The transition from a VR to AR scene in Unity was a technical unknown as both features
were not intended to work together by Vive. VR scene transitions within Unity are supported
by SteamVR and a script was provided to adjust the timing and fading. When applied from
a VR scene to an AR scene a couple of interesting and frustrating things happened. The
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VR scene faded out to a digital netherworld like a scene from the 80s movie TRON. This
turned out to be the default Vive VR landscape when an application was loading or in
transition limbo. The AR scene would then fade up after loading its video passthrough
components and display the mediated environment as predicted. However, once this scene
transition occurred the Unity application could not be reset back to the original VR scene
and replayed. The transition was so problematic that Unity needed to be quit and restarted,
reloading the project to restore playback. At first this seemed like an issue that could be
resolved but was a constant problem during rehearsal and the performance as once the AR
transition occurred Unity needed to be quit and restarted to ensure the AR would happen
again. The transition to AR would also fail completely for unknown reasons occasionally.
We encountered five unknown failures of the AR during the performance at the Alchemy
festival during our research project. If this occurred, we instructed the actor to continue
with the performance, but the participant was left in the dark or worse, the VR transition
area, missing out on an important part of the digital distortion we intended.
The AR Vive beta also forced us to use Unity 2018.2 as it was not compatible with newer
versions. Unity underwent a few significant changes in its update to 2018.3 and with regards
to rendering it opened the render stack for custom pipelines. The versions before took a
’one rendering pipeline fits all’ approach where 2018.3 introduced the Lightweight (LWRP)
and High Definition (HDRP) render approaches. LWRP is focused on XR applications as
they require a sacrifice of specific rendering options and creative workarounds to support
VR as well as the limited processing power on mobile devices. Unfortunately, we could not
take advantage of this approach and were forced to tweak the standard render pipeline to
maximize performance in both our VR and AR scenes. A visual node-based shader tool was
also added to Unity 2018.3 that would have been a powerful resource to modify the shader
we applied to the AR video stream. Instead, we edited the shader code directly and did a
fair amount of trial and error to gain the look and feel we sought.
To control what objects and other effects the participant experienced during the perfor-
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mance, a graphical user interface (GUI) to the application was developed. Simple buttons
were used with colour variations and set in categories for easy identification. The object
appearance and animations were all triggered manually by the operator in this manner.
There was no noticeable latency when triggering the variety of VR elements synced to the
actor’s lines and the stories events. The tracker required all 3D objects to be attached to it
as children. This maintained the object position in VR space and as the performance proceeded, the objects were hidden and revealed on cue. The candelabra also had the molten
fire shader attached and triggered on cue with audio of smoldering fire. Before the clock
appeared, spatial audio was played of a chiming clock that moved from several meters behind
the participant past their right ear to approximately a meter in front of them where the clock
would appear attached to the Vive tracker now on the ground. This graphical console is similar to what is used in professional theatrical production on lighting and computer boards
that are costly and prohibitive to amateurs due to their proprietary nature. We intended
for the control console to display on one monitor and the VR view of the participant to
appear on a second monitor. Due to constraints of Unity, the workstation processing power
and the way VR is implemented, replicating two views and pushing them to two monitors
via one GPU caused performance issues and stuttering. The console was then integrated
as an overlay on the left side of the VR view, not seen by the participant, so the operator
could enact synced events in a timely manner. This proved to be a workable solution as the
application was run using the Unity development environment. Performance increases and
optimisations could be expected from generating a standalone executable but due to time
constraints, testing windows and the requirement to modify elements on the fly working in
development mode was the most practical option.

5.1.5

Digital Dramaturgy

Once the technical kinks were worked out in the controlled environment of the VR lab, our
new actor due to a schedule conflict, Valerie Campbell, began to work with us. We introduced
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the concept of VR and what we intended in early prototype stages to Val so she could
experience first-hand what the participant would see and hear. This was a critical decision
as Val Planche had not experienced this level of VR before and it helped her understand
and visualise what her one-person audience was encountering as she performed. We had
discovered in early rehearsals that the movement of the actor in real-world space, moving
closer and farther away from the participant, provided a presence that was hard to describe
but the feeling of proximity of another person as well as the actor’s volume while wearing a
VR HMD simultaneously tapped into other senses. Val Planche had previously done work
with blind and blindfolded audience members and related the experience of acting with
someone in a VR headset as similar. A couple of graduate students (Brittany Pack and Zach
Scalzo) from Beth’s dramaturgy class also became stand-in participants wearing the Vive
Pro headset and providing some fresh insight and input.
When all the objects were added in VR and the script refined for run throughs, we began
to explore the use of the natural objects by the actor as she performed. Not only did this
provide a tangible prop for the actor to work with, but it supplied natural on-stage audio
when the teapot lid was lifted, or the clock’s surface was stroked. Other natural objects were
also introduced that were in the story but did not appear in the virtual space playing with
the idea of the heightened senses beyond what could be seen in VR. A dress was carried by
the actor and swooshed along the floor as she spoke about her wedding preparations. A scarf
was placed in the participants hands before the AR transition so that they not only felt its
fabric and smooth texture but saw it as part of the living daguerreotype when they looked at
their hands in the video passthrough view. As sometimes happens during improvisation and
workshopping a play, unexpected epiphanies occur. Val Campbell picked up a femur bone
from a collection that we had secured from the University of Calgary Kinesiology department
and placed it in Beth’s hands. This was during the exposition of Annie’s thoughts on Robert’s
bones in the grave that she had exhumed and moved to their final resting spot. The bones at
this point had not been added to the virtual grave and were not an object we attached to the
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motion tracker, so their introduction provided an overwhelming jolt to the sense of touch
and was immediately explored by Beth until she realized what she was actually holding.
Something that is not always expressed clearly in the creative experience of performance or
film is the collaboration of all members that participate in the production. Recognizing and
cultivating these surprises and found moments can provide texture and nuance that alone is
not often realized but as a group can take root and bloom. Through the dramaturgy process
with the VR and AR environments, modifications like Annie speaking about the details
of the objects as triggers for her memories of events rather than as simple story markers
changed and moved the narrative forward in a more robust, defined direction. The story
of Annie Donnelly expanded: the colours of the flowers on the teapot became the blue of
Robert’s eyes and orange of candle light from her wedding, the weight of the candelabra was
the heaviness of the massacre, loss of family and possibility.
The choice to play with natural and virtual objects during the performance was explored
and cultivated during rehearsals. The book that Annie reads Yeats from spins in the virtual
world until the natural book is closed and the virtual book falls to the floor with a thud.
Closing a book makes a distinct sound and displaying the book in VR, although in an
unnatural way, reinforced its presence. Annie circles the participant as she reads, and the
virtual book is lit by spotlight, the only object in a dark space as the performance begins in
complete blackness. Over 30 seconds the dimly lit grave environment fades in as black planes
cover the geometry and are slowly made transparent. The virtual candelabra is placed on
the floor of the grave and the natural candelabra placed in the hands of the participant in
the identical orientation to reinforce its presence both naturally and virtually. The teapot
sounds and bone mentioned previously cause sensorial stress as the participant hears and
feels but in an altered and distorted way. As the brain attempts to process the information,
conflicts occur in the neural system as inputs are anticipated and misrepresented resulting in
misinterpretation and confusion of the percept. The transition to AR with a natural scarf in
the participant’s hands and the viewing of Annie through a filtered mask ask the participant
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to engage with the actor and the story in another distorted manner.
Finally, when Annie asks to remove the Vive headset from the participant, they come
face to face, only physically inches away, the virtual removed and natural bridged conveying
a minor shock to the system of perception. Placing an apple in the participant’s hands
and leaving the performance space, Annie looks back making eye contact until her exit.
All these small defined interactions were carefully played and replayed to find the correct
balance of interplay and maximize the disconnect between the natural and virtual. The
apple was a physical reference to where the body of one of the massacre victims was found
on a pile of apples in the cellar of the burnt-out building. Fruit is a strong representation
of the natural, and the apple an allusion to the loss of innocence through the attainment of
knowledge thanks to biblical and historical references. Subtle and specific details can often
make grander connections than overt explanations or obvious demonstrations. In both the
traditional and digital dramaturgy of Bury The Wren, we strove to find balance weaving the
story, performance and XR interactions into a new form of experience and entertainment.

5.1.6

Theatrical Performance

Setup
Bury The Wren was selected as one of the emerging arts performances for the University
of Calgary School of Creative and Performing Arts Alchemy Festival of Student Work that
took place between March 29th and April 2nd, 2019 [57]. We were fortunate to have access
to the Doolittle performance space, secured by Beth’s supervisor Bruce Barton, that housed
professional light and sound systems. The space, 10 meters by 8 meters, did not have a
set stage or permanent audience seating so we could adjust the area to accommodate our
requirements for the XR integration. Setup took place during the week of March 25th, 2019
and led to several discoveries and challenges. To create a sense of theatrical space as well
as block out the area for VR mapping, we hung grey fabric from horizontal pipes that were
attached by rope from the ceiling. This provided us a surrounding area blocked off from
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the rest of the space where we could move around freely and treat as a back or side stage.
This was needed to silently place the natural object props in the theatrical space after the
performance had begun. Once the participant removed the VR headset, their environment
had also been modified with physical objects that had been introduced virtually, some by
sound only and others not at all during the play. The surrounding space also allowed for the
actor’s dressing area as well as a waiting area for the participant to fill out an initial survey
as part of the research study.
The PC workstation that contained the Intel WiGig PCIe card was originally planned to
be placed in the control booth but the coaxial cable that connected the line of sight sensor to
the card was only 2 meters long. As the length of the cable was not easily extended because
of the risk of introducing noise, the workstation was placed on a cart that raised it a meter
from the floor so that the sensor could be attached to a length of pipe that already suspended
the grey fabric. The distance from the control booth to the workstation was approximately
8 meters. We ran separate 25-meter USB and HDMI cables to the workstation so we could
connect keyboard, mouse and monitor and still trigger the XR actions from the booth. The
grey fabric also blocked our view of what was happening on stage during the performance
from the booth. A USB HD web cam was positioned near the WiGig sensor and connected
to another computer for real-time observation. A microphone was also dropped from the
ceiling and used to listen to the performance.
Once we had our initial staging of the environment set, Beth adjusted the theater lighting
to create the desired atmosphere. When the participant entered the theatrical space and
first saw the VR headset on the floor, a single key light was focused on the device to signify
its importance and technological nature as well as its small scale compared to the stage. The
visual isolation while wearing the HMD was used to bring work lights up so that the stage
hands could quietly place objects around the edges of the performance space in a safe yet
ninja-like manner. These items included a table where the teapot, clock, book and apple
were placed as well as a chair with the wedding dress laid upon it and a canvas cloth with a
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genuine disassembled human skeleton. Each were key lit with their own spotlight to magnify
their presence once the participant removed the VR headset.

Dress Rehearsal
We did several ‘dry’ runs to work out some of the kinks that could not be anticipated until
performing in the space. We also needed to establish the process of participants entering the
theatre, filling out surveys for the research study and where to take the pre-show photograph.
Eight participants were selected, and we discovered several issues with performance timing,
study efficiency and other process challenges that are only found once a show is performed
‘live’. We used an iOS app, PD Meter by Glassifyme [30], to measure the pupillary distance
(PD) of each participant. By simply holding up a card with a black magnetic strip on the
back as a sizing reference, the app allows for detection of the pupils, manual adjustment
and provides a measurement in millimeters. This information is most often used to purchase
glasses but the Vive Pro offers a manual adjustment of the PD by twisting a knob on the HMD
ranging from 61 mm to 70 mm. We usually performed this measurement after the pre-show
photograph and explained to the participant why we wanted to adjust the PD of the HMD. As
part of the show, we had decided early on to take a photograph of the participant, manipulate
it in Adobe Photoshop and print it to provide a personalised physical souvenir of the experience (Figure 5.14). Adobe Photoshop offers capabilities to quickly separate a person from
a background using its ML supported ‘Select Subject’ feature. We created daguerreotype
backgrounds from archival Smithsonian samples so we could place the participant with the
actor in a period style portrait. We also used a Adobe Photoshop action by Misprinted Type
[75] to quickly process the cutout of the participant to match the style of a daguerreotype.
On completion, the image was printed out on a Canon portable photo printer and included
in an envelope with a selection of the Yeats poem read at the beginning of the performance.
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Our intention was to blur the experience of the performance and the
participants interaction with the
actor again bringing into question
what was perceived to be real this
time leveraging the digital manipulation of photography.

At first

this proved challenging as the processing of the image on a separate
workstation in the booth was time
dependent and needed to be halted
when the performance began. The
production process quickly became
refined and we were able to complete it within ten minutes of
the photographic capture while the
participant filled out their first sur-

Figure 5.14: A portrait that never happened.

vey.

Performance
We ran another 32 participants through the performance over four days of the festival. Some
days were broken into afternoon and evening shows where the performer did a maximum of
five shows per session. The performance itself ran 12 to 13 minutes depending on the pace
the actor performed. Combined with the research study surveys we conducted with each
participant, as well as a debrief where the previous participant watched the next from the
control booth, the total time for the participant was one hour and fifteen minutes per show.
We overlapped performance windows to ensure each participant fit into their time window
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and scheduled each participant using email to secure their time slot.
Amazingly, our actor, Val Campbell, was able to re-conjure her energy and spirit for each
performance (Figure 5.15). No small feat considering the emotional expenditure the Annie

Figure 5.15: Still from theatrical performance of Bury The Wren, in the Doolittle Theatre,
during the Alchemy Festival, University of Calgary 2019
character required. She skillfully altered her performance reacting to each participant and
their responses. This was not an easy or straightforward task as acting to another human
wearing an insect like piece of technology that occludes their eyes can be very depersonalizing.
Again, and again she was able to find the emotional ground that we intended for Annie
and connected to the unseen of the VR virtual objects. There were many participants that
responded emotionally to the performance and the story as tears were shed by both them and
the actor. Many who completed the performance were left bewildered and a bit disoriented
by the experience. Some could not find adequate words for what their journey encapsulated
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but they knew it was something different and tapped into a yet unexplored piece of human
perception. This was especially aggrandizing as from a creative aspect it felt like we were
playing with matches and did not want to burn the proverbial house down but create some
small fires and a great deal of smoke.

5.1.7

Study Components

As part of the festival performances, we included an ethics approved research component
that consisted of three parts (Appendix B). Each participant was provided the option to
discontinue the research at any time before, during and after the performance. We were
cognizant of the impact that VR could have on the participant as far as disorientation and
motion sickness and we made it clear our intent was not to overtly trick or fool anyone.
The psychological impact of the experience meant we needed to provide a debriefing so
that the participant had a chance to learn and understand what we manipulated during the
performance as well as the outcomes we were attempting to achieve. The first component
was a pre-performance survey consisting of questions about demographics of the participants,
their experience with live performance, and their experience with extended reality. The next
was a post-performance survey asking about the effect of the performance on not only their
perception of the natural and virtual objects but also the story telling mechanisms and
how the technology integrated with the narrative and meaning. Lastly, we brought each
participant into the control booth to watch the next and revealed the mechanisms we used
to create the show. The final survey checked to see if their views had changed after exposure
to the machinations of the shows production after seeing behind the Wizard’s curtain.

Study Results and Analysis
All the surveys were created using Qualtrics allowing for collection and compilation of the
data in a secure, constructive system. The data accumulated was anonymous, and we successfully recorded 37 participants for the pre-performance, 34 for the post-performance and
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25 for the debrief components respectively. The amount of surveys may have been a detriment to completing all of them and time constraints left some incomplete.

Pre-Performance Data

Figure 5.16: Qualtrics bar chart of first time Augmented Reality users for Bury The Wren.
The median age of the participants was between 24 and 55. Participants experience with
VR and AR was equally split with 47% being first time users of VR and AR (Figure 5.16).
Most participants were low frequency VR users (e.g. zero to five out of ten) with a few
individuals hitting the higher end of usage (nine to ten out of ten). AR use frequency was
similar at the low-end to VR, but more individuals used it in higher frequencies possibly
due to the ubiquity of smartphones and applications where access, hardware barriers and
popularity were more influential. Previous experience with VR and AR was a mix between
positive and neutral responses with a small amount suffering from motion sickness in VR.
Notably, 94% of participants had previous gaming experience (Figure 5.17) displaying the
exposure and ubiquity of gaming platforms and devices. When asked about their relationship
to technology, a mixture of pro-technology and fear of technology was expressed with a
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Figure 5.17: Qualtrics bar chart of participant game experience for Bury The Wren.
strong positive relation and uptake balanced against discomfort and confusion. No distinct
correlation was demonstrated in participating in other virtual mediums such as listening to
music or watching movies and attitude towards technology.

Post-Performance Data
The performance was well received from an entertainment perspective with 59% giving a
rating of 10 out of 10 (Figure 5.18) and receiving an median score of 7.8 out of 10. A
few users encountered issues with the HMD causing blurring and not seating properly on
their face. A consensus found the experience altered their perception, but their definition of
what they perceived appears to be incongruous with what was natural and virtual. When
asked the question of if the experience challenged or altered their relationship with what
they thought was real 53% agreed that it had an impact (Figure 5.19), but some vehemently
pushed back or denied the thought as if it was a question of their psychological fitness instead
of the experience. To quote one participant, “Well, my sense of real is a little too firm to
be challenged by one event.”This is an interesting response to investigate as it may be more
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Figure 5.18: Qualtrics breakdown bar of participant enjoyment of Bury The Wren.

Figure 5.19: Qualtrics breakdown bar of altered perception after experiencing of Bury The
Wren.
connected to age and cultural background versus the performance distorting the perception
of what is natural or virtual. Perhaps a reworking of the question is required or a different
approach to gain more accurate information. Questioning a participant’s sanity is obviously
not the intent. Asking more specific questions about virtual objects and their presence or
when the participant questioned what was real may have been more fruitful. 100% would
participate in this type of technologically enhanced performance again demonstrating the
potential that XR combined with dramatic performance holds to mass audiences once the
technology matures to a level of larger group participation.
Reporting the state of the stage before putting on the HMD and what was there at the end
of the performance after removing the headset, most could recall the majority of facts such
as only the HMD when they entered the space and a list of objects that appeared afterwards
like the clock and teapot. However, items were missed or excluded by each participant as well
as a few including articles that were never part of the experience. Some found the technology
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distracting and still not transparent enough for believability. There doesn’t appear to be a
clear link between items that were handled by the participants in the virtual space as well
as physically and their recall of objects.
The performer’s presence was felt mainly by her voice and occasional touching when
handing a prop to the participant. Several responses indicated proprioceptive aspects and
showed how this ‘sense’ was heightened and used with the obstruction of sight by the HMD,
presence of virtual objects, and the grave environment. Participants who had experienced
some type of VR or AR before did not have altered views of the technology other than wonder
at the quality that was achieved. Those who had no experience were generally excited about
the potential of the technology and its future possibilities.
81% indicated that the story was directly impacted by the technology while at the same
time deeply engaged. Slight nausea was encountered by 13% of participants and could result
from improper measuring and setting of the pupillary distance as well as the Fresnel lenses
causing the eyes of some to over work to adjust to the imagery. Respondents felt an emotional
response and connection to the story and objects especially the bone placed in their hands
without a corresponding virtual twin as well as the ghostly movement of the virtual objects
and actor around the performance space. Not all made a strong emotional connection, and
this may be related to a detachment of the virtual space as well as an inability for the
participant to give themselves over to the experience as often happens with other forms of
natural and virtual experiences in the theater or elsewhere. Others were shocked at how
capable the simulations could be achieved when blended with the theatrical performance.
Quoting one participant, “...it’s more delicate then I imagined. Its more human.”.

Debrief Data
The participants were each brought into the control booth to witness the next performance
(Figure 5.20).Most did not find that this altered or impacted their experience of the performance. Some felt that they became pre-occupied with the technical execution while others
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Figure 5.20: Still from the control booth of the theatrical performance of Bury The Wren,
Doolittle Theatre, during the Alchemy Festival, University of Calgary 2019
were interested in seeing the actor perform without the constraints of the HMD. 88% wanted
to re-experience the performance after witnessing the inner workings.

5.1.8

Summary

One of the main participant responses post-performance was that they could not easily
formulate or process the experience in thoughts or words. This appears to have hindered
some of the data collection as it was sparse compared to a verbal debrief we held with four
participants after one session of the dress rehearsal. In a future study it may be a good idea
to allow the participant to think about the experience over days or weeks in order to allow
for more considered responses. As this performance was very different than what any had
experienced before, a gestation phase may be required to process and respond accordingly.
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Chapter 6
Extended Reality Analysis
6.1

Reality and Perception

Overall, current XR technology while proficient proved that it is not capable of replicating
the real at a sustained high level of production quality. We are not able to override the visual
and aural senses completely due to limitations of the hardware (e.g. screens, resolution) and
software (e.g. polygon counts, texture resolutions). The audio of Xscape was the most
complete virtual illusion created and although difficult to detect, it still contained enough
cues that even a small minority could assess and question its naturalness. Photogrammetry
had the largest impact on the realism of virtual objects from a visual standpoint. With
proper de-lighting, the photogrammetrically scanned objects could be placed in augmented
and virtual environments with convincing results. Accurate environment lighting as well
as anti-aliasing were needed to produce an integrated effect, however, the visual fidelity of
screens and headsets too often could not sustain a believable simulated effect. Upon closer
inspection and study, the fault of low polygon counts required by XR development also
proved to be problematic as triangles were easily detected on the texture map projection
when viewed in close proximity. The Unity game engine proved to be capable of replicating
realistic 3D environments using scanned textures and organic motion in real-time requiring
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the rendering power of a dedicated workstation. This result leads to the conclusion that
the future processing power of mobile computing will have a direct impact on the type of
simulation and replication that XR devices can attain.
Perception of the natural relies on more than just what we hear and see though. Standing
on a cartoon like virtual platform in a VR environment appearing to be elevated 10 meters
high gives the perception of height and is confirmation that realistic replication is not always
required to challenge the percept of our neural system. Many cannot walk out beyond the
edge of such a virtual platform even though they know it is not real and they cannot fall.
The synthetic audio in Xscape passed a similar perception test as did the photogrammetry
of the fruit. Audio added to the procedural animations in Emerge helped to sell the organic
squishiness of the animations and unsettled many viewers. Combining photogrammetry with
motion tracking and an actor forced participants in Bury The Wren to assess their perception
and relation to objects during and after the narrative even if they may have denied the fact.
As these XR technologies get closer and closer to full disruption of the percept, what
can we use as indicators of their unnatural origins and inevitable falsehood? Although we
have touched on many of the cues throughout the description of the projects in our attempts
to overcome some of the inadequacies of the technologies, overtly identifying key elements
should help in defining areas of focus and ways to interrupt the coming future of virtual
distortion.

6.2
6.2.1

Discernment of the Real
Methods

Humans have many innate capabilities to discern reality. Survival instincts provide instantaneous response when a threat is sensed. We quickly adapt to new stimuli and learn ways
of interacting with changes to our environments. Rapidly consuming sensorial information,
we construct and interpret environmental properties and actions based on learned symbols,
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exposure to differing stimuli and an internal library of past experiences. Each project challenged some of these assumptions producing different reactions from participants and viewers.
Audio showed the greatest slippage of perception as created via machine learning and used
in Xscape. Organic animation and visually detailed texture replication produced acceptance
of real-time rendering and pseudo-realism in Emerge. Bury The Wren demonstrated that
overriding the visual senses connected to expected motion could bend perception of the signs
and symbols we trust to help gauge our reality. As XR can leverage these implementations
and qualities, establishing the most obvious indicators of the virtual can help us as active
consumers of this new medium.

Context
Artists often play with the context of culturally specific items to produce feeling of wonder, curiosity and even unease. When context is misplaced or out of alignment with the
expectation of the real, illusion is broken, and mental guidance works overtime to reorient
to the perceived manipulation. When physics and placement are contrived, we identify via
comparison to the known. As XR applications merge with the contextual locations we are
familiar with, new meaning can be derived from the placement of virtual objects and triggers.
Scale can also play a factor where out of context size, both small and large, can indicate
the presence of virtual content. Per Michael Naimark, “An image is orthoscopically correct
when the viewing field of view equals the captured or rendered field of view. Literally, this
means ‘not too big’ and ‘not too small’ but properly scaled.” [52].

The Senses
Our eyes, like a camera’s lens, focus everything we see. Accommodation is the ability of
the eye to focus using the muscles to near and far points [53]. Focus, depth of field, bokeh
effects (i.e. planar background blurring of out of focus elements) and motion blur all help
to establish a trueness to the visual experience provided by a camera. Soft details mixed
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with overly sharp edges disturb the visual language. Resolution of imagery, or the clarity
of the image at different sizes, enables or distracts from realistic portrayals of any subject
matter digitally. Jagged or aliased edges disconnect elements from their background and
often can be counted as a digital giveaway in synthetic representations. Colours that are
out of context or poorly matched to content are further markers of the unreal. The dynamic
range of the eye compared to a camera is 2 to 1. The eye can see twice the range of contrast
and brightness to most video overlaid in AR or MR even with the use of HDRI. Light and
shadows can lock a virtual image into a scene but misplaced can also pull the viewer out of
the experience in a dramatic way. Compression artifacts can produce definable irregularities
in both aural and visual content. Noise patterns in shadows and reflections combined with
exposure and light blocking are areas for inspection where gradations often produce banding
due to lack of data. As the capabilities of XR applications and hardware to resolve imagery
increases, we will need to rely more and more on the fine visual details and anomalies to
indicate whether imagery is natural or synthetic.
Sounds do not emanate from the ether. Proximity and source are crucial to believing
a sound is real. Doppler effects for moving sounds and falloff also convince the listener as
to authenticity. Context is just as important to audio reception as volume and acuity. A
chicken making the sound of a fog horn does not convince of us the natural yet works well
in comedy and animated cartoons.
As previously noted, aural simulation is the most advanced of all the virtual experiences.
As radio was the precursor to television and the mp3 to streaming video, audio spatial simulation advancements are precursors to other more complex simulations. Depth placement,
Doppler effects, and resonance manipulation applied by an expert audio designer can create
a simulacrum that rivals and even surpasses aural reality.
Aroma and taste are missing parameters in XR applications and removed from most
digitally simulated experiences because of their necessity for physical contact or chemical
combination to produce a sensory effect. Although attempts in XR are being made to
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breech the scent gap (i.e. aroma printers, VR masks, etc.), manipulating the sense of smell
appears to be the farthest away from replication but could be, like aural, one of them most
convincing and difficult to discern.

Physical Presence
As noted, touch is the ultimate discernment of physical presence and thus the virtual and real
when conjured by XR technology. Reaching out to grab or feel a virtual item will result in a
clashing of the senses and neural system. If the visual and aural accuracy are indiscernible
from the real, touching a virtual object will always be its downfall. Haptic devices allow some
virtual objects to provide feedback, but it is a limited form currently restricted to specific
applications (i.e. pulsing, vibrating or shaking). Hand-held controls automatically discount
the natural experience by their very nature, but research into ultrasound fields connected to
virtual object interaction have shown that a level of physical feedback is possible [21].
One sense not to be excluded is that of smell and how it confirms or brings into question
a natural experience. VR integrated masks [47], providing a limited gamut of scents, are
attempting to add to this layer of virtual exposure. Since most unique scents can be created
from a combination of a set number of chemicals, the sense of smell can also be manipulated
with the right combination of data and interaction.

6.2.2

The Future

Machine Learning is already subverting the visual senses through overt manipulation of
imagery both still and moving. ML is best at pattern matching and replication by referencing
image and video libraries. Deep Fakes are of great concern to a global populace that tends
to believe whatever they see if its cues are inline with what reality is expected. Distorting
visual sense cues has already been accomplished by AI platforms such as FaceApp [72], an
easily accessible mass user mobile application that shares its photos to vast social media
audiences. What happens when these type of distortions and outright overt simulations
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become imperceptible to detection?
Visually, foveal projection is the next evolution in bypassing real-time rendered imagery’s
resolution issues compared to the human eye’s power to resolve and its FOV. Real-time raytracing also provides crucial visual cues and elements that help replicate real-world lighting,
illumination and reflectance. Combined with high resolution texturing via photogrammetry, de-lighting techniques and light field capture, virtual spaces and objects can reproduce
stunning simulated experiences currently limited by the hardware and software that runs the
simulation. Projection screens may also impact perception as true holographic dimensional
viewing is realized for individual and large group consumption.
Eventually, direct neural integration of a data feed will bypass most, if not all, the
limitations of today. Tapping into the visual cortex [8] and neural audio paths provide
a direct line to the brain for inputting XR content. Smell, taste and touch may also be
supplanted providing a complete override of the physical senses.
When all inputs can be supplanted, how is the information feed, not only of news, finances
and entertainment, but of experience, to be managed and trusted? Safeguards like transactional token controls (i.e. blockchain) will be needed to ensure detrimental and possibly
nefarious interactions can be filtered, blocked and, if necessary, eliminated. Beyond technical considerations, trusting business interests to always serve what is best for consumers
has proven to be a questionable undertaking. Capitalism relies on competition where the
need for growth and the unquenchable “bottom line” are pushed by inherent greed and selfinterest. [65] Moral and ethical guidelines for XR applications need to be established and
followed to avoid misuse and abuse.
XR is making great strides in medical instruction and for therapeutic use. VR has already
been shown to be 2 times more powerful than morphine [18], one of the most powerful drugs
for mitigating pain. Opiates are a social issue of addiction and escapism. When a virtual
experience becomes an opiate, what will happen to the connection to reality as we know it?
How do we maintain balance if such a powerful mechanism exists that can be wired directly
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into our biological systems?
Popular culture have raised these type of technophobic concerns in the works of Dan
Simmon’s novel Flashback [64], William Gibson’s short story Fragments of a Hologram Rose
[29], and Charlie Brooker’s Black Mirror [13] TV series.
Each deal with the morass of a near-future modern existence and the use of a technological
opiate to interrupt consciousness by living via the virtual or re-living past experience through
simulation. Understanding the human condition and our tenuous connection to what is
“real”, the use of future XR applications and their integration with us, align as something
we experience with current media like photographs and video but on a level of integration yet
encountered. Current concerns over screen time on devices is already an identified problem
for some and will only blur when XR applications and hardware remove the requirement
of a screen. We will adapt, but socioeconomic access, addiction and control issues will, as
always, remain in the virtual and physical spaces.

6.2.3

Conclusions

Manipulating what is seen and heard is nothing new to humanity. The tools and technologies
we have created are accelerating at an epic pace. Visual effects that we experience on large
and small screens during our best narrative stories are an arm’s length away from being
weaved into our daily existence. Analyzing how we perceive the real and learning ways to
recognize and verify the virtual seem like a necessary skill set to acquire and the sooner the
better. It will be a requirement for generations who will begin to see little to no separation
from their natural and simulated experiences. Discernment of the natural from the virtual
will need to be analysed, taught and learned. As muddied as the definition of perception is
across different disciplines, XR proves to be an evolving pathway to distorting perception
and forcing us to re-examine how our reality is impacted by its use.
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Appendix A
Development Instructions
A.1
A.1.1

Vive Pro
Setup

1. Install Vive Wireless
2. Install Steam
3. Start Vive Wireless
a. May need to pair Vive Pro
4. Start Steam
a. Start SteamVR by right-clicking on Steam icon
b. Open Settings
i. Select Camera
1) Enable
ii. *****NOTE If there is a USB error in the Camera setting the vrsettings config
file needs to be manually updated! The location is C:\ProgramFiles(x86)\Steam\config\
steamvr.vrsettings
Click for Linux VR forum thread
iii. ADD the following to the JSON file:
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"camera" : {
"enableCamera" : true,
"enableCameraForCollisionBounds" : false,
"enableCameraForRoomView" : false,
"enableCameraInDashboard" : false
}
Figure A.1: JSON to be added for enabling pass through AR camera.
5. *****NOTE: There is a bug with SteamVR!!! Follow these instructions to manually
delete corrupt files if camera pass through does not work:
“...it looks like your configure file C:\ProgramFiles(x86)\Steam\config\lighthouse\
LHR-80D5FFBA\config.json got some problem. you can try these steps, see it works or not :
1. shut down steam & steamvr
2. go to "C:\ProgramFiles(x86)\Steam\config\lighthouse" and delete the folder
”LHR-80D5FFBA“
3. then try any SRWorks sample again(steam will re-download it)”
Click to view VivePort community forum thread
6. Use Unity 2018.2
7. Install Steam package
a. Deprecated Plugin v1.2.3 Click for plugin
8. Import Vive SR plugin package into Assets
a. SRWorks 0.8.0.2
9. Close Unity
10. Re-open Unity project

A.2
A.2.1

Photogrammetry
iPhone X Photography

1. Use Raw+ app
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a. Manually adjust ISO and shutter speed
b. AWB
c. Adjust exposure
i. Over expose
d. Auto White Balance
e. Fine to use either 1x or 2x lens
2. Use a tripod
a. 3 different angles
i. Straight on
ii. Higher rotate angle
iii. Above rotate angle
3. Handheld
a. Details
i. Hold phone steady
1) Set shutter speed to at least 1/60
2) Up ISO if necessary
3) Focus issues
4. Import to PC using Syncios www.syncios.com
a. Go to album
b. Select All
c. Choose Export (not Import - bug?)
d. Save to a location for Photoshop processing

A.2.2

Photoshop Pre-Processing

1. Use Photoshop to open Camera Raw files
a. Apply tone and contrast adjustments
i. Create a setting for each object
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b. DO NOT apply lens correction! (make sure to uncheck)
c. Export as PNG, TIFF or JPG (100%) at 16 bit
2. Create a batch process from Photoshop actions
a. Record an action opening a RAW file (Camera Raw will open)
b. Load a saved setting
c. Open the image in Photoshop
d. Use Save As to save and record it as an action
e. Several actions may need to be manually combined as Photoshop actions seem to
be unreliable on record
i. i.e. Open in Camera Raw, Save As, Close file may all need to be created and
manually added under one action group/folder
3. Use File>Automate>Batch to run a folder of images through the actions
a. Select source folder
i. Check override open dialog
b. Set destination folder
i. Make sure to check ’Override Save As’ to save files to the custom location
4. NOTE: I attempted to create a droplet but kept running into a ’source file not found’
error.
5. NOTE: From a RC forum post the developer talked about how too much noise has a
negative effect on how the images are aligned and used. iPhone images are very noisy when
viewed at full scale. To reduce noise:
a. Open RAW/DNG image in Camera Raw
i. Go to Denoising tab
1) Push most settings to 100
a) Customize as required
ii. Make sure to save setting as above
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A.2.3

Reality Capture Processing

1. Reality Capture key settings
a. Alignment settings
i. Images overlap
1) Set to low
b. Detector sensitivity
i. Set to Medium at minimum
2. Meshing
a. The software will auto-detect the object and set the reconstruction region accordingly (i.e. a 3D rectangle around it)
b. If it is over unwanted elements then adjust manually
c. DO NOT use Simplify! Re-topology (i.e. reduction of triangles) should be done in
another app
3. Fixing Raw Mesh Errors
a. After creating the mesh and texture
i. Export the .OBJ file
b. Import into a 3D editing app
i. Cinema4d
1) Only check Swap Y and Z axes on import
ii. MeshMixer
1) Use default
c. NOTE: its not a bad idea after import to do a test export to confirm that the object
comes in in the same position and orientation to RealityCapture. If not, texturing to fixed
mesh will fail.
d. DO NOT move the object in the 3D editing app! Only move the camera.
e. Only modify polygons by removing, sculpting, adding or welding. Any other type
of processing can cause anomalies and errors in the mesh and exporting a new texture from
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the re-imported mesh may fail.
4. Quality Check
a. If using Cinema4d
i. Select model
1) Goto Mode in bottom left panel
2) Chooose Modeling
a) Select Mesh Checking
i) Enable Mesh Check
3) Select Isolated Points
a) Delete
4) Select Bad Polygons
a) Delete
5) May have to select Isolated Points again
a) Delete
b. Export .OBJ
i. Only check Swap Y and Z axes on export
5. Clean
a. Open fixed .OBJ in MeshMixer
i. Choose Analysis from tools
1) Choose Inspect
a) Auto-repair holes or other issues
2) Export cleaned .OBJ
6. Re-import Mesh
a. Reconstruction tab
i. Import
7. Texture
a. Reconstruction tab
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i. Texture
8. Export for Substance Painter
a. Reconstruction tab
i. Mesh
ii. Creates a UV unwrapped mesh pointing to the texture map

A.2.4

Zbrush Remesh

1. Open RealityCapture obj in Zbrush
a. Duplicate Subtool
i. Remesh
ii. Create UV map
1) ZPlugins
a) UV Master
i) Unwrap
b. Subdivide remeshed duplicate - Click to view Reddit thread
i. Make sure original eye icon is active
ii. Project All
1) If the resolution isn’t high enough subdivide and Project All until it is
2. This should create a new texture map with new UV map
a. Go to Texture Map
i. Clone Txtr
b. Go to Texture drop down menu
i. Flip V
ii. Export
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A.3

Unity

A.3.1

VR

A.3.2

Unity Object Import

1. Use SketchFab for delighting
a. Use the ’Lit’ PBR setting
2. Some models may need to be remapped using the Unity Material settings after import
a. NOTE: Picture Frame required remapping to imported materials with textures
3. Normals may face the wrong way when geometry is added. Unity and Zbrush will not
auto-correct like Cinema4D and SketchFab so importing into these apps will show a missing
mesh & texture
a. For the teapot a new base was added in Cinema4D
b. The base’s normals were opposite to the RealityCapture obj
c. To fix, the base’s normals were reversed in Cinema4D
i. Mesh
1) Normals
a) Reverse Normals

A.3.3

Tracker with No Controllers

1. Problem: Vive Tracker needs both controllers on and tracking to work
2. Solution:
a. Edit SteamVR_Controller_Manager script
i. UpdateTargets method
ii. Rem out left and right SetUniqueObject function calls
iii. Copy left and modify to Objects[0]
3. No need for controllers with Vive Tracker!
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A.3.4

Post Process Setup

1. Create a new layer
a. Name it PostProcess
2. Add a Post Processing Profile
3. Create empty GameObject
a. Name it PostProcess or something identifiable
b. Add Post Processing Volume component
c. Drag Post Processing file to Profile slot
d. Check Is Global to effect cameras
e. Add effects as wanted
4. Find the Vive SR Dual Camera
a. Add Post Process Layer component to
i. Camera of
1) Camera Eye Offset
2) Dual Camera Left
3) Dual Camera right
ii. Select the PostProcess layer for each volume blending
5. Go back and adjust Post Process effects that were added to GameObject
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Appendix B
Surveys and Source Code
B.1

Qualtrics Surveys and Supporting Documentation

Uploaded to the Vault as a .zip archive:
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_bury_the_wren_docs.zip containing the following
files:
BTW_ConsentFormPerformer.pdf
BTW_ConsentFormParticipant.pdf
BTW_Email.pdf
BTW_InterviewQuestions.pdf
BTW_Poster.pdf

Alternatively:
Click to view the Bury The Wren - Consent Form for Performer
Click to view the Bury The Wren - Consent Form for Participant
Click to view the Bury The Wren - Email for Participant
Click to view the Bury The Wren - Interview Questions
Click to view the Bury The Wren - Poster Text
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B.2

Unity Source Code

Xscape uploaded to the Vault as a .zip archive:
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_xscape_source.zip

Emerge uploaded to the Vault as a .zip archive:
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_emerge_source.zip

Bury The Wren uploaded to the Vault as a split .zip archive:
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_bury_the_wren_source.zip.001
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_bury_the_wren_source.zip.002
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_bury_the_wren_source.zip.003
ucalgary_2019_christensen_neil_bury_the_wren_source.zip.004

Alternatively:
Click to download the source code for Xscape
Click to download the source code for Emerge
Click to download the source code for Bury The Wren
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Glossary
Adobe Photoshop Software created to manipulate digital media using a combination of
vector and rasterized images. 5, 62, 63, 74, 86
augmented reality Simulations overlaid on a real world physical environment. 27, 29
bokeh Visual artifacts created in out of focus areas when using depth of field usually in
shaped enhanced by lens distortion. 46, 97
chroma A measurement of colour purity. 62, 63
Cinema 4D A 3D software application for creating, texturing and animating developed by
Maxon GMBH. 64, 65
daguerreotype A photo process used in the late 19th century using metallic plates that
often created a distinctive look as well as chemical damage. x, 78, 79
degrees of freedom In extended reality this refers to the six degrees of motion in a 3D
space: three of rotational movement (roll, yaw and pitch) and three of translational
movement (heave, sway and surge). 26
depth of field The depth of visible objects that are within the focal plane with blurring
occurring before and after. 97
dramaturgy Applying theory and practice to dramatic composition. 59
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extended reality Augmented, virtual, and mixed reality taken together and identified under the umbrella term as Extended Reality and acronym XR. 2
field of view The open area that can be seen via the eyes or by using an optical device
that is usually measured in degrees. 25, 28
high dynamic range Using a range of photographic exposures the range of contrast and
color is increased in a single image. 35, 42
level of detail A technique used in 3D development to reduce the amount of detail rendered
the farther away an object is from the virtual camera to reduce the system resources
required for real-time playback. 25
mixed reality A simulation not only overlaid on the real world but anchored to a physical
location. 29
natural language processing The ability for computers to create and interpret human
languages both written and spoken. 37
OBJ An open source file developed by Wavefront Technologies for defining geometry. 64,
65
Perlin noise A gradient noise developed by Ken Perlin in 1983 because he was frustrated
with a lack of organic graphics in computers. 48
photogrammetry The process of creating a 3D mesh and projected UV texture from a
series of photographs. The photos work as a visual scan allowing algorithms to produce
a virtual reconstruction using the angles and camera positions extracted from the image
information. x, 33–36, 59–61, 65, 66, 70–72, 74, 95, 96, 100
photorealism A representation of subject matter using the photo as the ideal engendering
details and lighting produced from capturing a moment in time. 5
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physically based rendering Simulating the physics of rendering three dimensional graphics using accurate light and texture information calculations. 2
qualtrics An online software tool used to collect and analyse data from a variety of research
sources. xi, 89–92
RAW An image file format that has little to no processing to its data. 62, 63
Reality Capture A 3D software application for photogrammetry. Aligning multiple images, a virtual re-creation of the cameras positions is used to estimate a point cloud
and generate 3D geometry. The software is developed by Capturing Reality. x, 60, 64,
66, 68, 70, 71
shader Calculate rendering effects on hardware usually taking advantage of the programmability of the GPU. x, 43–45, 58, 76, 78–81
simultaneous location and mapping Software in extended reality applications that maps
the surroundings and orients within the map in real-time. 28
Sketchfab An online service for sharing 3D models and textures using WebGL to render
and interact with objects in the browser. x, 65, 66, 68, 69
software development kit A suite of software tools created specifically for a certain hardware of software platform. 28
Speech Synthesis Markup Language An extensible markup language (XML) for adding
parameters to NLP systems allowing for nuance and effects in simulated speech. 37
SteamVR Virtual reality platform developed by Valve Inc. providing software (SteamVR)
that integrates with game engines and a marker-based tracking system using at least
two lighthouses. The lighthouses bathe an area in laser and LED pulses of non-visible
light and trigger photoelectric sensors on devices to be tracked in 3D space. . 54–56,
77–79
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three-dimensional Geometric space defined by three axes (x, y, z) where x describes horizontal position, y vertical and z depth. 2
virtual reality A completely computer generated simulation. 25
Vive Virtual reality product brand by Taiwanese company High Technology Computers
Corporation (HTC). 52, 54, 56, 58, 77–82, 84, 86
web assembly A binary instruction format for creating a virtual machine to run high-level
languages like C and C++ in a browser. 29
web graphics library A Javascript library for displaying and interacting with 3D elements
in web browsers. 29
Xcode Proprietary software development tool for Apple Objective C and Swift. 35, 36
ZBrush A 3D software application for sculpting, texturing and retopology developed by
Pixologic. 67, 70, 71
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Acronyms
3D Three-Dimensional. 2, 25–28, 31, 33, 34, 40, 43, 55, 56, 58, 65–67, 72, 74, 75, 77, 81
3DS File format for Autodesk 3D Studio Max. 74
AR Augmented Reality. 22, 27, 29, 30, 36, 51–53, 58, 72, 77, 79, 80, 83, 90, 93
CPU Central Processing Unit. 27, 30, 46, 56, 63, 70
DOF Depth of Field. x, 46, 47
DOF Degrees of Freedom. 26
DSLR Digital Single Lens Reflex camera. 60
FOV Field of View. 25, 28, 29, 58, 100
GB Gigabytes. 73
GPU Graphics Processing Unit. 25–27, 30, 46, 47, 56, 63, 70, 81
HDMI High Definition Multimedia Interface. 85
HDR High Dynamic Range. 35, 76
HDRI High Dynamic Range Image. 42, 98
HMD Head Mounted Display. 25–27, 29, 53, 54, 56–58, 77, 82, 85, 86, 91–94
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iOS Proprietary Apple mobile operating system. 35, 58, 86
JSON JavaScript Object Notation. 35, 79
LOD Level of Detail. 25, 56
MR Mixed Reality. 22, 29
NLP Natural Language Processing. 37
PBR Physically Based Rendering. 2, 23, 24, 30, 40–43, 47, 48, 65, 67, 72, 73
PCIe Peripheral Component Interconnect Express. 56, 85
RAM Random Access Memory. 47
SDK Software Development Kit. 28, 35, 37, 58, 78
SLAM Simultaneous Location and Mapping. 28
SSML Speech Synthesis Markup Language. 37
USB Universal Serial Bus. 85
UV UV Mapping - U V are the X Y of the texture map. 34, 43, 65, 67, 69, 70
VR Virtual Reality. 22, 23, 25–27, 29, 30, 50, 52–58, 67, 70, 72–75, 77–86, 88–90, 93, 96,
99, 100
VRAM Video Random Access Memory. 47
Wasm Web Assembly. 29
WebGL Web Graphics Library. 29, 66
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XML Extensible Markup Language. 37
XR Extended Reality. x, 2, 3, 20, 22, 23, 29–31, 34, 35, 39, 40, 48–51, 54, 55, 59, 65, 72,
80, 84, 85, 95–101
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